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EIGHT FACES— HICE FIVE

RoeK Foriten, 73,
)iei it Home oi Son

Lingeriof Illness Fattl

Dutch PuO

Ahead

During Last

HaK

For Decisive

Win

For Mrs. W. Sloothaak
Mra. William Sloothaak. 81,

died early Friday

Mrs. Gerrit Nyboer, Mr* Jacob
Van Dyke, Mrs. Clarenoa Owen
and Mrs. Clarence Costing, all of
Holland and vicinity; five sons,
Peter, Joe and John of Holland,
Gerrit of Central Lake, Henry of
Grand Haven; 36 grandchildren;
22 great grandchildren; a sister,
Mrs. Claus Van Dyke of Holland.

Grand Rapids (Special) — The
night, and Holland high school’s
basketball team turned on the
pressure in the last half to send
a vaunted Muskegon outfit to decisive defeat 48-37 in the quarterfinal round of the Michigan high
school class A basketball tour-

188

at' the

home of her son and daughter-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sloothaak,
122 West 17th St., following a
lingering illness.
Surviving are four daughters,

chips were down here Wednesday

Legion Post

In Organization

Concerned Over

High Water Levels

Junior baseball will return to
Holland this summer after a few
years’ absence, according to plans

revealedtoday by the American
Legion.

Memorial Post No. 188 of the
Legion, in co-operation with the

City Recreation department,

Chamber

Roelf Forsten, 73, of 411 West
St., died Tuesday afternoon
at the home of hie son, Joe Forsten, 416 West 21st. St, after a
few week’s illness.
He was bom in the Netherlands
on Sept. 17, 1878, and ctme to
the United State* 42“ yean ago.
Mr*. Forsten died In February,
High water levels of Lake Mich*
1950. He was a charter member igan and Lake Macatawa wert
of Berea n church.
discussed at length by the board
Survivingare two sons, Joe of
Holland and John of Shepherd; of directorsof the Chamber of
eight grandchildren;five great Commerce Monday night Water
grandchildren;
sister, Mrs. levels are a great problem, not
France* Zuidema of Holland, and
only from the resort front but
a brother, Henry Forsten of Zeealso at Windmill and Kollen
land.

22nd

Takes LeadRole

Holland

aNTS

is

a

nament.

organizing s six or eight team
Funeral service* will be held parks.
Rated an even choice . before
league to play at Riverviewpark Friday at 2 pm. from the LangeRep. Gerald R. Ford wrote the
the contest began, Holland came
this year. Sponsorstor the teams land funeral home with the Rev.
Chamber
he is in regular consul*
out strong from a halftime deadnow are being lined up.
Fred Vander Weide officiating.
lock to cinch a semi-final tournaAll boys not reaching their Burial will be in Pilgrim Home tation with the Army Corps of
ment berth in the last half.
18th birthdays during 1952 are cemetery. Friends may call at the Engineers in Washington. He said
Members of the Holland high school basketbsll
of french fries.Only a light workout was scheduled
Coach Fred Weiss will send his
eligible to take part in the junior funeral home this evening from some progress is being made and
squad
enjoyed
a
victory
feast
of
fried
chicken
for the Holland team today before Friday night’s
Dutch cagers against Highland
to 9 pm. and Thursday from he is following developments dose*
baseball program.
Wednesday night when they returned to Holland
semi-finalbattle with HighlandPark. That gama
Park in the semi-finalof class A
Boys
are
invited to sign up at 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 pm.
ly in an effort to find the proper
after defeating Muskegon 48-37 in the quarterwill be played at Michigan State fieldhouse In
Friday at 9:30 p.m. at Jenison
Superior Sporu store. After all
remedies.
final tournament game in Grand Rapids. Assistant
East
Lansing
at
9:30
p.m., followinganother
The relationship between the
fieldhouse on the Michigan Stat#
registrations have been made,
The Harbor committee of the
Coach Bob Connell (left) and head Coach Fred
class A semi-finalat 8 p.m. between Saginaw
Rotary
ideal
of
service
to
com
college campus. Highland Park
players will be assignedto difChamber will meet next week for
Weiss donned white aprons, hats and' towels to
Arthur Hill and Detroit CatholicCentral. The
munity
and
forgetfulness
of
self
gained the semi-finalswith a
Is
teams.
serve the Dutch entourage, while players and
further considerationof local
finals in the oncs-giganticstate tournament will
as compared to the Ovist ian ferent
comparativelyeasy 48-34 victory
Bill La Barge of Post No. 188
managers reach for a hunk of chicken or fistful
problems.
be held Saturday in East Lansing.
ideal
of
service
to
others
and
forover East Detroit Wednesday
is acting chairman of the proIn other business, the board
getfulness of self was explained
night at Detroit.
gram for Holland.
approveda Tulip Time float with
City
by
Joe
Brady
of
Howell.
Park
The victory — another in a
He is working closelywith state
the understandingthat the float
district governor, at the 32nd anseries of all-around team triand national baseball organizawill be entered in parades in other
niversary meeting of the Holland tions so that the new league will
umphs since tourney play began
dties which send floats to Holland
Rotary' club Thursday in the have official sanction and the
last week— ^brought Holland out
during Tulip Time.
Warm Friend Tavern.
on top of a three-game series with
league winner will be ready to
The Chamber also completed
Common Council voted to name
Muskegon for cage play this seaSet
His talk dealt mainly with a take part in the state-wide tour- the softballfield at the corner of plans for sponsoring a weekly 15son. Holland won at Holland.
comparisonof the ways of living nament at the close of the sea- Third St. and Pine Ave. the Van minute broadcast in which local
More than 200 Junior high
"cooks parade,” in
Muskegon won at Muskegon, and school Camp Fire Girls and their
and the ideals of the stranger of son.
Tongeren Ball Park in honor of businea and industrialrepresenwhich the audience cheered the
when the pressure was the tight- dads celebrated the 42nd anniGalilee with what ideals RobarMr. and Mrs. Chester Van Ton- tatives will participate.The broadkitchen committee headed by
est at Grand Rapids Wednesday
ians should have.
geren, who donated most of the cast will deal with various phases
versary of Camp Fire at a Birth- Mrs. Lucien Raven and including
night, Holland exerted a tremenDistrictGov. Herrick Gibson of
land for the park to the city back of national affairsas they relate
day Week Dad-Daughter supper 13 mothers of Junior high Camp
Holland voters »t the April 7
dous team effort to cop the rubin 1949.
Grandvillepresented attendance
to Holland.
Saturday night. The event was Fire Girls.
electionwill ballot on the follow- awards to person* with perfect
ber decision. .
Quick approval came on motion
Tourist and Resort Chairman C,
held at the Woman’s Literary
The
Horizonettes,under leaderAlthough the margin was 11
ing proposal:
Wednesday night of Alderman Ar- C. Wood reported that a resort
attendance, giving special recog
club house.
ship of Mrs. George Patterson,
points, Holland was never in comnold Hertel who headed a special folder is in the process of being
“Shall council expend up to $5,- nition to the two charter memDecorations throughoutthe arranged the program. Mrs. M.
plete command of the ball game
committee appointed at the prev- printed and that his committee
bers. Dr. E. E. Fell and Dr. R. H.
club
rooms,
arranged
by
Mrs.
000
for
preliminary'
recreation
K. Disbrow'.sgroup set the tables.
until about midway in the final
ious council meeting to study the plans to install a booth at the
Nichols
who
have
been
faithful
ClarenceBecker's group, were in
The group was divided into two building plans and specifications,
Ernest Diekema, 27, route
period. The score was a narrow
proposal.
Stadium sports show in Grand
members for all of the 32 years.
the
gay
St. Patrick's Day motif. and while one group enjoyed
paid tine and costs of $22
11-10 Holland at the first quarcost of the proposedbuilding not
It was further stipulated in Her- Rapids the week of April 14.
Recognition
also
was
given
Dinner was serve-d at 6 p.m. square dancing in the auditorium,
ter’s end, knotted up at 20-all at
tel’s motion that an appropriate
Letters were read from Senators
to exceed $500,000?”
past presidentswho include A. G. the local court Wednesdayon
speeding charge, the result of an nameboard be erected to design- Clyde Geerlings and Edward
halftime, and still an undecided in the club tea room. After din- the other took part in games in
Sail,
Dr.
I.
J.
Lubbers.
Duncan
Common
Council
approved
the
accident with a police cruiser ate the name at a cost not to ex- Hutchinsonand Reps. George Van
33-27 for the Dutch at the third ner, Jane Klaasen was mistress of the tea room. Mrs. Ted Range's
ceremonies- for a brief program. group conducted the game "Hie above wording of the proposal at Weaver. Randall C. Boech, the driven by Ralph Woklring, 38, of ceed $100.
quarter buzzer.
Peursem and Ben E. Lohman
its regular meeting Wednesday Rev. William Warner, Dr. O. van
Unanimous consent was given agreeing with the Chamber of
295 West 15th St. The crash ocRut the Dutchmen blasted to a Judge Raymond L. Smith led More We Get Together,”Mrs.
der
Velde,
C.
C.
Neal
Steketee,
night at City Hall.
curred at 12:35 p.m. Tuesday at to the motion at the regular coun- Commerce that bills on fees for
45-29 lead over the heralded Big group singing after Sunny Bouw- Patterson’s group, a musical inA letter from Alwin S. Kolm, L. W. Lamb, O. S. Cross, C.
cil meeting in City Hall.
Sixth St. and River Ave.
Reds with 2i minutes to go in the man led the group in cheers. for strument game, and Mrs. Richard
use of state parks, training camps
local architect,offering his ser- Andreasen and Dick Miles.
Also at Wednesday’s meeting, for children in state parks, licensWoldring said he followed the
last stanza. That lead was big the Holland high school and Hol- Bouws’ group, a “How De You
Perfect
attendance
records
vice*
for
the
recreation
building
land
Christian
high
basketball
council
voted
to
file
t
petition
Like Your Neighbor?’’ game.
enough to withstand a vain atcar from the bridge south on
plans and perspective drawings were maintained by the following: River at speeds of 50 to 55 miles signed by 20 persons that request- ea to fish in the Great Lake* and
tempt by Muskegon to get back teams who were playing chamand specifying his rate was filed Dick Miles. 18 years; Leon Klies an hour with Diekema passing ed a public hearing on construc- creating a state recreation cominto the ball game as time ran pionship games In Kalamazoo.
mittee should be discouraged.
and Leon Moody, 17 years; Dununtil after the election.
Mary Lou Vande Poel gave the
several car* The cruiser hit the tion of the proposed new Grace
out.
can
Weaver,
15
years;
Percy
Tay
In other business, City Clerk
Once more, as in all three pre- toast to dads and Russ Vande
car in the left rear as Diekema Episcopal church, frontingon
Clarence Grevengoed read letters lor, 10 years; Maurice B. Flood, prepared to turn left onto Sixth Michigan Ave., between Cherry
vious tournament wins, the ele- Poel responded with a toast to
from Gov. G. Mennen Williams, nine; Ed Heeringa. eight; Dr. E. St Diekema said he stopped to and 24th St.
ments of divided scoring, reserve the daughters. Mrs. Albert Tim2
Sen.
Clyde Geerlings, and Reps. D. Dimnent, seven; T. F. Cole- let a pedestriin cross the street.
The petitionasked that council
strength, backboard control and mer, Camo Fire executive directgrant
the
signatories
a
chance
to
George
Van
Peursem
and
Ben
man,
Dr.
Cart
Cook
and
Harold
a fighting and driving determina- or. introduced all the group leadThe cruiser,a '52 model, was
Lohman, pertaining to bills about Ramsey, three; Robert Kouw, damaged in the front to the ex voice objections before the buildtion to win were the basic ele- ers and also presentedMr. and
Howard E. King. 29. route 3, which council had passed resolu- two.
ing permit is issued.
In
Mrs. Claude Ketchum. who were
ments of Holland’s victory.
tent of about $100. The Diekema
However, City AttorneyOrien
Chester C. Wells of Grand Ra- car was damaged slightly in the
Tom Maentz and Dave Moran in charge of square dancing later B>Ton Center, was bound over to tions.
S. Cross said that it is permisTbe legislators emphasized the pids, director of the We*t Michi- left
Officers were kwestifating two
paced the scoring parade with 12 in the evening.
Circuit Court following an examsable to erect a church and ac
and 11 points Respectively. But
Another -featnre- during meal ination before-JusticeC. C. Wood critical .financial position of the gan Tburist and Resort associa
Another accident occurred 7:55 companying parking lot in class A accidents that occurred Thursday,
state treasury’ in their replies to tion was a guest.
one in Holland city and the other
Dean Vender Wal added eight,
a.m. Wednesday on Ninth St. be- residentialzone under city law.
Fnday afternoon on a charge of
on South Shore drive.
Gordon Hulst seven, Carl Viss- 22-20 as the third quarter open- negligent homicide in the death recommendations on money and
tween River and Pine Ave*. in
The petition pointed out that the
cher four and Alden Klomparens, ed. Then Vander Wal slapped in ot Anthony L. Elenbaas, 67, route tax bills. All felt that the line beCara driven by Mrs^Anna Maa
volving cars driven by Dale Borg area was zoned class A residential
tween
state
and
local
taxation
Jack Kempker and Ron Israels a rebound and added a jump-shot 2, Zeeland, which occurred March
man. 20, of 239) East Ninth St. and that a parking lot would de- Vander Kooi. of 54 McKinley St.,
two each to bring all but two of from half-way out to pull Holland 6 on Byron Center road just east must be clearly defined because
and Donald Bryn, 41, route 4, A1 preciate the value of surrounding Zeeland, and Dick McClintock,
of that critical condition.
the Holland players into the scor- ahead 24-22. Muskegon tied it up
legan. Bryn, who was maneuver properties.However, Judge Cross 18, of 88 East 23rd St., collided
of the Zeeland city limits. ElenBy a roll call vote of 6-5, couning act.
ing his car into a parking stall, said council is powerless when it shortly after 1 p.m. Thursday at
twice during the period, at 24-24 baas, who was riding a bicycle,
Maentz, Vander Wal and Mor- and 26-26, but baskets by Moran was killed almast instantly. King cil voted against a pending meaVisit
pulled out and collided with the comes to ualling a hearing on such 17th St., and Central Ave. The
an provided the majority of the and Maentz and free throws by will appear in Circuit Court April sure in Congressto permit states
Vander Kooi cor, going east on 17,
other car, both being damaged to objectionsin view of city laws.
to include public employes under
backboard control, along with Hulst and Maentz pulled Holland 1.
the extent of $100. Bryn was givAfter the legal opinion,the mat- was damaged in the front to the
federal old age insurance. It was
timely and consistentassists from into a 33-27 period advantage.
en a ticket for an improper turn ter was received officially and fil- extent of about $125. The McOthers -appearing in Wood's suggested by the Michigan MuniKlomparens and Hulst, Visscher
from the curb.
ed.
CHntock car, heading south on
McShannock rested Heuser and court last week follow:
cipal league that if the city favors
lit the 4th-periodspark that proHer
Majesty Queen Juliana will
another
communication,
Central, was damaged on the left
Morrall for most of the third perVernon Meulenbelt,272 East the proposal, it make known that
vided the fire to toast Muskegon's
George A. Van Koevering present- rear to the extent of about $50,
iod but sent them back as the 11th St./ stop street,M-21 in Hol- fact with letters to congressmen. visit Calvin college during her
chances,and played more than
ed a claim for damages to his car CHy police investigated.
visit to Grand Rapids April 16
fourth stanza opened. Maentz land township, $5.
Council voted to renew the incapably as replacement for the
allegedly due to the condition of
Willard
C.
Wichers,
director of
Shortly after noon, two cars
left the game for safety sake
Gordon Barendse. route 4, atop surance audit service contract
the northwest sectionof Pine Ave. collided on ice and snow on South
starting five, along with Kempker,
when he collectedhis fourth per- light, Howard and River Aves., $5. with InsuranceAudit and Inspec- the NetherlandsInformation SerThe matter was referred to the Shone drive west of Lugers road,
Israels,Terry Burns and Dave
sonal as the (. arter opened, and
Barbara De Pree O’Connor, tion Co. of Indianapolis, Ind., at vice here, announced today. The
city attorney and Michigan Mut- causing one car to be demolished
Bos.
Queen
will visit Holland the same
Morrall left for good within the route 1, excess noise or improper a cost of $125.
at
ual LiabilityCo,
And the entire 10-man squad
day.
and the other damaged to the exfirst minute.
muffler, 32nd St. and Michigan
The clerk presented the perVan Koevering alleges lhat on tent of $200. Sheriffs officers
that got into action displayed the
At
Calvin
college,
the
Dutch
Just before bowing out, Maentz Ave.. S8.90.
formance bond and the labor and
John C. Diekema, 36, of 162 the night of March 9 he ran his
determination and drive that goes
scored on an under-the-basket Leon Earl Veldhuis. of 532 East materialbond, both from the Queen will participate in ceremo East Eighth St. died Wednesday car over the section and because were informed the crash occured
hand in hand with tournament shot after a neat pass trom Mornies designating the Chair of
Main St., Zeeland, speeding 45 Michigan Surety Co. in connecmorning shortly after he was ad- of the pitted condition of the road when William Van Huis, of 504
success.
an. Then Carl Visscher entered miles in 30-mile zone, M-21 in tion with the 1952 paving project Dutch Language and Literature mitted to Holland hospital. He had it caused a cracked brace and Graafschaproad, lost control and
Perhaps the mast important
as the Queen Juliana Chair
the lineup and broke the Muske- Zeeland towrahip, $12.
and contract, which were ap- Dutch Language and Culture.
been ill only a few days. He had broken shock among damages to slid into the path of an oncoming
aspect of the contest for both
car driven by Garrett Wilterdink,
gon spirit when he stole a pass
proved.
Andrew Vander Meulen, Grand
teams was defensive play. Maentz
The invitationwas extended by had a bad attack of flu and then his car.
and dribbled the length of_ the Rapids, speeding 50 foiles an hour
At
the suggestion of City Man- of 308 West 28 St. Van Jluis' car
The
proposed
1952-53
haspital
incurred
encephalitis.
held the high-scoring Earl MorPresident William Spoelhof and
floor to score, following tKis a in 35-mile zone, M-21 in Zeeland budget was referred to the city
Mr. Diekema was bom Nov. 26. ager H. C. McClintock, council ap- was a total lose. Wilterink receivrall —who also was hampered with
the Board of Trustees, and Wich
moment later with a set shot township, $12.
manager
for
consideration
and
in1915,
in Olive township. He was a proved transfer of the SDD lic- ed chest, nose and knee injuries
an early aggregation of fouls— to
era said Her Majesty's approval
and after treatment in Holland
from the side.
corporation
into
the
city
budget
veteran
of World War II and had ense from Neal and Dorothy Zeera single field goal. Vander Wal
will be conveyed to President
Holland went on from there in
ip, 217 East Eighth St., to Clar^ hospital,he was released to the
which
will be submitted at a later
been
employed
as
a
machinist
at
turned in an identicaljob on tall
Spoelhof by Netherlands Consul
the next hectic moments to pyra- Zeeland Motorist Fined
ence J. Redder and Harry J. Flag- care of a physical*
date.
Fred Heuser, who also scored only
John Steketee of Grand Rapids. Dunn ManufacturingCo. He was gemars.
mid its 45-29 advantage and For Ignoring Flasher
Application of Krenn and Nya
member
of
Bethel
Reformed
two points.
Wichers also announced that
started a partial stall with 2i
hoff to construct and repair sideBoth teams played conserva- minutes to play. Muskegon ralQueen Juliana and Prince Bern church.
Failure
to stop for a railroad walks was okayed on condition
Survivingare the wife, Alma; Henry Teasink Honored
tive ball to open the game, with
lied to score eight points in the warning flasher resulted in a $7 that proper bondsmen are fur- hard will visit California in place four children, Sharon, James, Barthe first bucket coming on a hook
of
the
scheduled
state
visit
to
last two minutes but didn’t come fine in Municipal Court for Harry nished. One bondsmen presented
bara and Larry; the parents, Mr. On 80th Anniversary
shot from free throw lane by
close to worrying Weiss and his Lankheet, route 3 Zeeland, yester- with the applicationdoes not re- Canada, cancelled because of a and Mrs. CorneliusDiekema of
Henry Teusink observed his 80th
Maentz after two minutes were
period of mourning for King
jubilant charges.
day.
side inside the city limits.
route 6; three sisters, Mrs. Johan- birthday anniversaryon Monday
gone. Big Red guard Bob FairGeorge of England.
Mayor Pro Tern Robert Nones Tubbergan of route 6. Mrs. with a family dinner at Central
field answered with a close-in
After the Queen’s brief visit to
tier presided hi the excused abPark church parlors. The tables
A crew from the United States
shot that tied the score. But HolHolland in late afternoon of April Harold Mulder of Holland and
sence of Mayor Harry Harringwere decorated in the St. Pat- Corps of Engineers began work
Doris
Diekema,
at
home,
and
a
land got hot in the next two min16, she will return to Grand
ton, and Alderman Raymond Holrick’s
Day
motif.
brother, Laveme, of route 2,
in the harbor Wednesday, taking
utes and ran the count to 8-2
werda gave the invocation. J^l Rapids and leave for Detroit that Fennville.
During the evening the grand- soundings to determineif any
before the Big Reds took time
night. The next day the royal
aldermen were present.
The body was taken to Dykstra children and great grandchildren dredging work will have to b*
out. It looked like a run-away
party will go to Ann Arbor to
funeral
home. Funeral arrange- entertained with vocal and piano done here.
trom Coach Tom McShannock’s
visit the University of Michigan,
ments
have
not yet been made. selections. Mrs. H. Tabberer,
The crew arrived in Holland toworried crew as the quarter
¥
and from there will leave for the
daughter of Mr. Teusink, read a
Haringsmat
Receive
day to begin the yearly sounding
reached the halfway mark.
visit to California.
prophesy and a tributeto “Dad.”
task. Purpose is to determine if
But the Big Reds settled down
Tulips will not be blooming West Spring Lake
Word of Nephew’s Death
John H. Teusink presented a St.
in the last part of the quarter.
any shoals have lormed that
when Queen Juliana comes to
Patrick’s Day poem. Neil Hares,
Fairfield scored on a long shot
would
reduce the project depth
Mr. and Mrs. John Haringsma, Holland April 16. but this com- Diet After Long Illness
son-in-law.showed picturesto the
enough to necessitate dredging.
and then on a fast break that
299 West 17th St., and Mr. and munity will do its best to extend
group.
The
Men’s
chorus
of
the
Grand Haven (Special)— Alex
The sounding crew is under the
caught the Dutch flatfooted,and
Mrs. Henry Haringsma of route 2 the traditional Dutch hospitality
H. Rader, 53. West Spring Lake, church presentedtwo selections. supervision of O. R. Opine, engiMorrall counted his only bucket
have received word of the death and make Her Majesty feel at died at his home this morning folOut-of-town guests included Mr.
neer. During progress of the work,
from close in on, a neat fake to
of their nephew. John Lee Zitte- home. No plans have been made,
lowing an illneas of five year*. He and Mrs. N. Harss, Mrs. H. Gartie the count at 8-8 after 5| minma. 21. of Saddle River, N. J.
but it is expected there will be had been seriouslyill the last six land, Camelia and John of Paw all vessels are requested to operutes were gone. The teams traded
Zittema was killed at Newport, some attempt to provide a bit of months.
Paw, Mr. and Mrs. J. Mathews ate with caution.
buckets, and a free throw by
After the field work, expected
and Mr. and Mrs. H. Tabbererof
Ga., . where he was serving with “old country” atmosphere with a
He was born in Chicago Jan. 6,
Vander Wal with seconds running
the paratroopers. Details of his few Dutch costumes, and prob- 1899, and came to Spring Lake Hastings. Attending from Holland to take four days, the sounding
out gave Holland its 11-10 quarter
were Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Teus- notes will be sent to the district
death were not yet known. Fun- ably some klompen dancing.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
lead.
The Queen, accompanied by William Rader, at the age of ink, John Jr., Leslie and Sidney, engineers’ office in Milwaukee
eral services were held SaturMerle Bright hit on a side set
day at Saddle River. The body Prince Bernard, visited1Holland three. He had operated dairies Miss Ethel Blauwkamp, Mr. and for platting, estimating and schedshot to give Muskegon its first
was sent there from Georgia with on one other occasion in 1941 for 20 yean* For the last eight Mrs. Don Olthoff, George and uling of any dredgingthat may
lead of the game as the second
military eacort
when she was given an honorary year* he owned and operated the Jon, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Koe- be necessary. .
quarter opened. The two fighting
Opine will move on to St. JoZittema, who attended Hope doctor of laws degree at a special West Spring Lake Welding Co. man, Marilyn and Mark, Mr. and
squads jockeyedback and fourth
Mrs. Elmer Teusink, Don, Paul seph to begin taking soundings
college her* for one year, was the convocation at Hope college.
with his *on, Robert. On June 16, and Marianne, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
with Holland holding a 20-16 adthere next week.
son of Mr* Belie Zittema, sister
1922, he was married in Spring De Pree, Mr. and Mrs. Russel
vantage near the end of the quarof John and Henry Haringsma.
Lake
to
the
former
Catherine
Sapper Meeting Held
Teusink, Dwayne and Allen, Mr.
ter. Then Big Red star Don RadeOther survivors include two slaBriegel. He was a meraber of St and Mr*. Eugene Teusink, El Heart Attack Fatal
maker dumped in a rebound and
ters, Mr* Robert Roll and Ann By Methodist Group
Paul’* Evangelical and Reformed Jeanne, Carol and Marilyn, Mr.
hit on a long shot to bring MusFor Albert J. Boyink
Zittema.
* Philathea class of First Metho- church and FOE lodge No. 925,
and Mrs. Gordon Van Putten,
kegon to a 20-20 intermission
dist church held s supper meeting both in Grand Haven.
Tommy and David and the guest Grand Haven (Special)—Albert
deadlock.
Friday evening in the church.
Beside* the wife and son. who of honor. Unable to attend were John Boyink, 46 of 11245 Maiden
In this second stanza. Morrall
Card Charge Repealed
Mrs. L. Blackburn was supper live at home, he Is survivedby Sharon and Lsla Mae Teusink and Ave,, Detroit, died unexpectedly
collected his third . and fourth
two brother*Otto of Tacoma. Howard Garland.
Postmaster Harry Kramer re- chairmam
of a heart attack on a street in
personal fouls and sat out part of
The program, arrangedby four Wash., and Harold of Belding and
ceived word today from the postAn added thrill of the day was Detroit Wednesday evening while
the period. He was destined to
new members, included a aolo by a sieter, Mrs. Philip Werly of Kal- a cablegram from South America on his way home from work. He
remain inactive throughout the Guard Gordon Hulst (23) of Holland came out of this multi-player master general that the law re•crap with poaseaslon of the ball aa play In the final quarter of
quiring an additional charge of Mi** Coralee Kaepemike,who amazoo.
from Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hares who had been employed by the Grand
third period and leave the game
Wedneaday’a Holland-Muakegongame reached a fever pitch.
10 per cent on purchase* of 50 or «ng the number she presented at
The body was taken to R ingold sent their greetings.
Trunk railroad for 25 yean. He
early in the fourth stanza— the
Muakegon’eFred Heuaer (10) and another unidentified Big Red
more postal cards i* repealed ef- a districtmusic festival in Grand funeral home, Spring Lake, where
Mr. Teusink is in good health moved from Grand Haven to Musonly player from either team to
player seem to be relaxing on the floor while the two referees
fective March 22. Many purchas- Rapids Saturday, and a book re- rite* will, be held Satunky at 2 and works four nights a week in kegon in 1934 and in 1949 was
be ejected for five personals.
signify a jump ball. Holland’s Dean Vander Wal (33) moves around
ers had been buying the cards in view, ‘The Brother.” by Dorothy p.m. with the Rev. John Koert of. a local machine shop. At present transferred to Detroit where he
Another Radepiaker long shot
to help Hulst bring out the ball. Holland won the quarter-final ecrap
lots of 49 to save the 10 per cent Clarke Wilson, given by Mrs. ficiating. Burial wiM be at Spring he is making his home with his
is car foreman in a Detroit raflgave Muskegon iU final lead at
(Sentinel photo)
charge.
Georg* Damson,
Lake cemetery.
son, Elmer and family*
wajr yard*

Holland Rotary
Glib Observes

32nd Anniversary

Name
By

200

Dads and Daughters

Approved

Fathers

Recreation Bldg.

For Softball Field

Attend Camp Fire Party

Proposal

Up

was a

For April 7 Vote

Poke Cruiser
b

Local Crash

C

Man Bound Over

Crashes Occur

On Homicide Count

Holland Area

war.

,

Queen Juliana
To Include

To Calvin College

In

John Diekema, 36,
Dies

Hospital

Somling Crew
At

Work Here

Man

48'37.
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Team Play Brings

College Players

Long-Awaited Win

With Favorite

Make Hit

VqmoatfSIe &ils

Comedy

Saugatuck Season

"Arsenic and Old Lace,” the wit-

ty comedy about the mad Brewsters, opened in the Hope college
Little Theatre Wday night with
Fair
Kalamazoo (Special)—
dea highly professionalperformance Saugatuck (Special) — Saugatermined bunch of Holland high
before a large crowd of first- tuck high school packed its basketballequipment up in mothbaBs
nighters.
achool basketball play era, diaplayof
In a quaint, authentic Victorian for another year today after
tfvg the beat brand of all around
setting, sweet little Aunt Abby dropping a 56-46 decision to
team play of the entire aeaoon,
and Aunt Martha, artfullyplayed towering Vermontville in the date
blasted favored KalamazooCenfay Deloref Crooks and Billie D regional finals at Grand Rapids
tral* hopes for a fourth consecuHoutman,
obliviouslywent about Saturdaynight
wm
Thus the Indians climaxed a
their “charity” of putting lonely
tive class A state championship
AUagan
(Special)—
Purses
toold gentlemen at rest Randy year that aaw 14 Victoria* and
Thursday night by drubbing the
taling 614,400 will be offered
Bosch as the daffy Teddy Brew- nine defeats,plus two tournament
Maroon Giants 46-35.
iipM
H
horsemen during the four-day ster, waa equally impressive as he championships
the Al-Van
The victory more than atoned
lor two losses suffered at the
harness racing meet during Alle- went about his mad antics in the league tourney crown and the
bands of Coach Bob Quiring'soutmti
gan county's 1952 centennial fair. cellar—digging the Panama canal Holland district title.
fit during the regular season. One
The toweringheight of the unand assistingin rites for his
vv.
b'
Speed Secretary W. L. Mcdelgmazing element of the outcome
aunts’ poor yellow fever victims defeated Vermontvillequintet
•v'
kad and his aid*, Kiimy Gates, The three character players, proved too much of a handicap for
is that the deed was accomplished
on Kalamaozoo’s home floor at
last week completedwork on the who have appeared favorably in Coach Harley Henderson’sshortapacious Western Michigan gym
other Palette and Masque produc- er crew. Led by all-stateperfor1952 program.
before a partisan full-house crowd.
tions, cleverly maintainedcharac- mer Doug Steward, the Sugar
WkMtmWixm.
It
will be the moat complete
. The hard-earned triumph for
ter throughout the entire show. Boya completelycontrolled both
iilwlSr
ever offered at the Allegan Miss Crook* and Mila Houtman backboards throughout the conCoach Fred Weiss and his inspired
charges marked the first time
track, McClelland said. Races will were extremely convincing aa test. Steward is six-seven, whfl*
Kalamazoo has been defeated on
be run in two, rather than the sweet little old ladies, In ancient Paul Mix stands six-fourand Don
ft* home floor since 1949 when
three heats of yean past, he sakL garb and hairdos,si they trapped Stewart, Doug's brother, is sixHolland turned the trick. It also
fm'x]
This inovation has been put into their victims and at the same three.
Rp
snapped a nine-game Dutch los- m.
effect in most of the nation’sperl- time won the reputation as two
The first quarter was played on
ing streak at the hands of the
!T
mutual tracks.
of. the sweetest individualsin an even keel, with the score tied
ilaroort Giants, begun after that
Two heat races wHl make pos- Brooklyn.
at 11-all with time running out.
.yi:'.
same game.
sible the addition of one event
Don
Prentice
as
Mortimer But three quick VermontviMe
' Holland wasn’t unusually "hot"
each day. Four races will be run Brewster,the only sane one !n points pushed the winners ahead
6n its shots at the basket, with
each day, McClellandsaid, start- the family, performedwell in his 14-11 at the whistle.
,v
iiiimiiiwiwmi ismiiiiiiwiWiiH
Only a 29 per cent accuracy mark.
ing with such events as the 14 attempts to save the entire unIce
formations
along
tha
shores
of
Lake
Michigan,
molded
aolldly
Its
summer
condition.
The
Icebergs
along
the
beaches
are
slowly
Vermontvillepulled out aheed
The Dutch took comparatively few
by five long months of winter, are slowly dissipatingthese days
trot and free-for-all pace on Sat- believablesituationwhich had put in the second quarter and bulK a
melting away, and the harbor entrance is' almost clear of Ice. For•hots at the hoop— 47 compared
under the advance notices of spring felt hereabouts lately. Taken
urday.
12 bodies in the “Panama locks" 25-17 advantage, than ran wild in
mations along the breakwaters also are alowly breakingup with
with a standard 60 or 70— and hit
Just a few days ago, this photo shows the Holland harbor entrance
only
the
ends
still covered.
The fair managementhas jsut In the cellar. His confused but the third stanza to outscore
on 14 field goals.
In the transformation atage— halfway between Its winter drees and
(Sentinelphoto)
completed resurfacnig the half- pereistent fiance attractive Saugatuck 22-14 and pyramid a
Secret of the victory stems
mile track with more than a Elaine Harper, is played by Jane 47-31 advantage. The Indiana outfrom four point*— Kalamazoo was
thousand yards of clay. Starting Noxon.
off, Holland controlled the backscored the winners 15-9 in the
The charming family circle is final quarter but couldn’t close
gate and photo-finisheswill again
boards. the Dutch outplayedthe
be features of the racing pro- completed when weird Jonathan the gap further.
Maroons in floor play and deVisit
Brewster,played by Dale De
gram, McClellandsaid.
fense, and Holland refused to be
Bruce Greene Saugatuck led
beaten.
Last year’s purses, totaling Witt, returns home looking like all scorers with 17 points. Kim
Holland was behind three times
$12,000, attracted a record num- Boris Karloff. With him he Greene had seven, Bill Bale six,
Parke,
fROM
in the contest, and all of those
ber of 177 horses to the Allegan brings his “accomplice,” Dr. Her- Ralph Troutman four and Bruce
man Einstein, played by Larry Troutman two.
Came in the first quarter. Dave
Mrs. John Bosman of East 10th
county fair.
Telfer sank a free throw to open
A total of 3,040 persons visited
Minuth. The two vi Ilians conSt. opened her home Thursday
Doug Stewart was top Verthe fray, but Alden Klompareni
tribute the moments of suspense montvillescorer wi(h 19, white
the new Holland plant of Parke,
afternoon for a regular meeting of
Erutha Rebekah Lodge
scored on a fast break and Tort
In the rollickingmystery-comedy.
Davis & Co. during open house
Mix was a step behind with 17.
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
Maentz added a tip to build a 4-1
Members of the fine supporting
Has Meeting at Hall
“We just couldn’tget that foursessions
Friday
and
Saturday,
lead. Then Bill Stuifbergenand
chapter, Daughters of the Americast include Jack Hascup as the
to-six point edge on them like
Clara
L.
Jeeiek
of
route
4,
Holcompany
officials
said
today.
John Wylie sank consecutive long
can Revolution.
Regular meeting of the Erutha Rev. Dr. Harper, Elaine's father; we wanted," Coach Henderson
Friday’sinspection was main- Rebekah lodge was held Friday Dick Steiner and John Scholten
•hots to pull Kazoo back Into a Available
Featured during the afternoon land, had a close brush with pocommented.“If we could have
5-4 lead after four minutes of the
Grand Haven (Special)— A new was a program of slides on DAR tential danger the other night, ly for business and industrial lead- evening at the hall. Twenty-two as genial police officers; Randy got ahead, then wed have sat on
ers
of
Holland
and
Saturday's
|ame.
1952 supplement to the spraying buildings in Washington, D.C
members were present.Mrs. Ruth Vande Water as the playwright
Gordon Hulst drove in for a calendar is now availablefor com- Mrs. John Rozeboom showed the but quick thinkingon her part open house was for all area resi- Durfey, a new member, was in- who’s a policeman“just to gather the ball. If Vermontvilledoesn’t
meet anybody that can match
two-pointer, but Jade Hamilton mercial growers of tree and small slides and Mrs. Milton Hinga read saved both an accident and a dents. Crowds were about twice
troduced and Mrs. Flower from materialfor his play;” LeRoy them for height, they’re going to
fawn.
as
large
Saturday.
pushed Kazoo back in front 7-6 fruits, L. R. Arnold, county agri- the commentary.Included were
Nattress as the officiousLt. Roogo all the way.”
Mrs. Jesiek was driving north
Offices throughout the plant, the Pride of Ingham 496 lodge,
with a charity toss. That marked cultural agent, announced today. Constitution Hall, the large DAR
ney; Dick de Maagd as Mr.
Lansing,
was
a
guest.
on US-31 about three miles north consisting of some 13 buildings,
the last time the Maroons were
The new extension bulletin 154 auditorium used for the Contln
It was announced that Mrs. Witherspoon from Happy Dale, a
on the long end of the count all (Supplement) fc titled, “Spray- ental Congress in April and rent of Holland when a fawn ran were decked with about 20 bouHelen
Hill, marshal of the Rebek- home for the mentally unbalacross the highway. For just an quets sent with the best wishes
svening, and Holland went on to
ing Calendar." it Includes re- ed out by the DAR tor concerts, instant, he hesitated in the middle
anced, and Wayne Olson aa Mr.
of manufacturersand other busi- ah Assembly of Michigan, will at•stabtish a slim 11-16 advantage
commendations and suggested lectures and other programs of the pavement and then ran on ness leaders.
Gibbs, a near victim of the aunts’
tend
the
April
25
meeting
of
the
it the first whistle.
schedules that have been brought throughoutthe year.
across the highway.
Conveniently placed arrows Holland lodge. A discussion was charity.
> Four free throws phis a dog
Several slides were shown of
up-to-date. It is aimed for use
In general, the first night perBut by checking her speed, Mrs. guided visitorson tours through held on the Dutch drill of the
•hot by Hulst and hook by Maentz
Blue Key, Hope college men’s
with the 1951 sprayingcalendar. Memorial Continental hall, which
gave Holland a 19-13 lead as the Because of the expanding small- houses the office of the DAR Jesiek avoided collidingwith the the many buildings,past huge in- lodge which is to be presented formance waa a terrific one, with honor fraternity,held its annual
the
responsive
audience
well-satanimal
stallationsfor certain steps in at the district meeting in April.
second stanza was half over. The
party Friday evening In Grand
fruit industryin Michigan,sug- president-general and officersof
the manufacture of Chloromyce- TVie group voted to send $104.25 isfied with the college playera’
two teams traded points during gested spraying schedules for
Rapids. Dinner was served at
her national committee chairmen.
interpretation
of
the
Joaeph
KesA United Press dispatch out of tin. The department which drew
the other four minutes and Holblueberry,currant, gooseberry, The building also mcludes a large New Orleans recently was mighty most interesting comment from to Sister Louvia Fox to purchase selring masterpiece. Miss Helen Locke’s Steak House. The group
knd left the floor at the half with
pup tents for the Boys and Girls
blackberry,dewberry raspberry library, genealogical record rooms interesting.It read:
Harton, director,her entire cist later attended the Civic Theater
the visitorswas the finishingde- camp at Big Star lake.
a 23-17 lead.
and strawberry are included.
and
many
others. The building
and
productionstaff are to be production of “Edward, My Son."
“There’llbe no dancing tonight! partment where the drug is pack* The Dutchmen nailed down the
The cheat meeting will be held
was dedicated in 1904 and a new
Faculty guests invited included
commended
for the amazing re“For while Shrimp Boats was ed into capsules.
decision during the third period
in Bur nips Tuesday evening. A
addition was dedicated in 1950.
Dean
and Mrs. Milton Hinga, Dr.
sults
In
the
little
Theatre.
Visitors
on
Friday
consumed
50
coming, the race was over as Joe
by outacoring the home club 18- Marriage Licenses
and Mrs. Henry Voogd, Dr. »nd
During a business session, the W. Brown’s young horse ran out gallonsof coffee in the plant lunch chartered bus will leave the cor10. Dave Moran started the period
(From Monday's Sentinel)
ner of Eighth St. and Central
Mra. J. Harvey Kleinheksel, Mr.
group decided to change the meetwith a side set shot and then
Paul N. Drooger, 19, Holland,, ing time from 3 p.m. to 2:30. Mrs. of the money in the third race room and on Saturday consumed Ave. at 7 p.m. for the convenience
and Mrs. John Viaaer, Mr. and
51
cases
of
soft
drinks.
Doughnuts
at the Fairgrounds— his first
added a foul shot, Maentz tipped and Edith M. KnoU, 18, route 1,
Girls
Mrs. Albert Lampen, Nicholas
—105 dozens— also went with the of members who witfi to attend.
In another bucket and Carl Vis- Holland; Claude H. Lake, 58, Hol- R. F. Keeler, regent, presided and start.
The evening was spent socially.
Mrs.
C.
C.
Wood
led devotions.
Yorker
and Miss June Bos.
beverages.
“The
crowd
yelled,
'Hurry,
hur•cher sank two free throws to land, and Maude Esther Van GeiThe meeting opened with the ry home!’— but to no evil."
Blue Key members and their
Production on the chemical front Lunch was served by Mrs. Gengive Holland a 36-17 lead. After son, 52, route 4, Hastings; Jan
guests included Gordon De Free,
first started Dec. 31 and at pres- evieve Welton and her committee.
that, Kalamazoo came within 10 Hamming, 75, and Henrietta Vrie- pledge of allegianceand “The
Nineteen Hope college coeds Hedy Jacobs, Bob Henninges, BarMrs. Virginia Orr will be boat
Star
Spangled
Banner.”
points of Holland only in the dosFor
our
single young feminine ent five of the eight major steps
zema, 72, both of route 3, Hudwent to Battle Creek Wednesday bara Bruins, Don Hoffman, Unreaders, we would like to pass on are in production. It is expected esc for the hobo breakfast at her
ing minutes of the game. Score at son vilk.
The California gray whole, now some tips on how to catch a hus- the plant will be In full production home, route 4, at 9:30 am Thurs- to act as hostesses it Percy Jones da Miner, Roy Lumsden, Anna
the third whistle waa 41-27 for
hospital. They visited with the Ver Meuten, John Johnson,Marreappearingin growing numbere
day.
by May 15.
Holland.
Only four motor vehicles were along the Pacific Coast, has been band. After all, it is Leap Year,
patients and served refreshments. cia Berghorst,Dick Kruizenga,
« The final stanza was played
you
know,
even
though
Feb.
29
registeredIn the United States in counted out as extincethree differHope college girls have been en- Marg Feldman,Dave Hager, Ruth
conservatively by Holland. With a 1895.
has passed.
ent times in history.
party featuring southern-fried tertaining at Percy Jone* through- Kuit, Wayne Tripp, Dona Priest,
Comfortable 12-point lead and
According to the superstitious
chicken. The Smiths returnedto out the last year, during which Jack van der Velde, Verlaine Sitabout five minutes to play, Holwomen of the Ozarks section,
(From Monday's Sentinel)
time 193 girts have given a total er, Randy Vande Water, Marjorie
Holland March 14.
land slowed down the action and
there are several mountaineer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Homer, Kendall Wayne Hoeve, four- of 734 hours of service.They are De Neut, Charles Wissink,Barto
Waited for Kazoo mistakes to get
customs that go hand in hand
North Shore Dr., reported they year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. sponsored by the Entertainment bara Wterenga, Fred Yonkman,
close to the basket As a result,
with husband hunting.
the period was low scoring, with
Prick the end of one finger, the saw two white swan Sunday Kenneth Hoeve of route 3, under- and Instruction committee of the Kathryn Ver Meulen, Mr. and
the Maroons outpointing the
saying goes, and write the choc- morning while walking near the went surgery Friday at Zeeland local Red Crow.
Mrs. Gene Bont and Mr. and Mrs.
hospital.He was returnedto his
Putch 8-5. This was the only
During their year of vislti, the Gail Van Zyl.
boy’s initialsin blood on a chip north end of Pine Creek bay.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Smith home Friday evening but will be collegegirls hive taken with them
quarter that Holland was on (scorof wood. After the chip Is hidden
ed.
under a girl's gate for a month, and James Smith of 846 Harvard confined to his bed for a few more than 100 large cakes, hunSeveral Triali Prove
The unfamiliar name of Gorthe boy will propose to her, if he Dr. have returned home from a weeks.
dreds of ioe cream cups and dozens
vacation in the South. They spent
don Hulst was atop the Holland
Dr. and Mrs. Leslie Hofsteen, of bottles of soft drinks.
passes the gate.
Once-Over Method Best
icoring column with 13 points.
Another sidelightdeclares that the last several weeks with Mr. David and Jimmy, of Madison,
Cakes have been provided by
Smith’s
brother-in-law
and
sisTwo backets came on drive-in
a shaving of lady slipper root in
Wis., spent the week-end in Hoi Ladies Aid groups of Fourteenth Grand Haven (Special) — Dr.
shots, and the other two when
the boy’s cup of coffee will make ter, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nienhuis, land with their parents, Mr. and Street Christian Reformed, First R. L. Cook, Michigan State colHulst shook his defensiveman
him a pawn in a girls hands. And in Miami. Mr. Smith and Mr. Mrs. N. Hofsteen, 154 West 14th Methodist, Sixth Reformed, Trini- lege, after several trials is conand got loose under the bucket
if the girl is really inquisitive, Nienhuis celebrated their birth- St. Mr. Hoffteenhas been in ill ty and First Reformed churches. vinced that soil structure can be
The rest of the figures in the
just walk through the Ozark day anniversariesat a dinner health for several months.
Waukazoo PTA, Morse Oo. office maintainedmuch better through
total points column indicate the
woods. The number of points on a
girls. VFW Auxiliary,Women of the once-ovcr tillage method. Too
kind of game Holland played. The
twig that gets stuck to her dress
the Moose and Lakewood school much tillagepacks the soil and
basket making was well divided
gives her the number of children
Mothers club. For severalmonths, prevents water from penetrating
bll down the line, with all but
she will have.
Mrs. Harry Dunn has been fu» to the plant roots. Crop yields
Jack Kempken— who saw only
To overcome a boy’s bashfulnlshing the 125 cups of ice cream from once-over tillage are just as
limited service as a replacement
ness, slip a few chicken bones
for each visit. Others who have high as from other methods.
for Hulst— breaking into the scor(that’s right, chicken bones) unTillage operations are not necesprovided ice cream are Women of
ing.
der the seat cushion of his car
sarily eliminated by this method,
the
Moose,
VFW
Auxiliary
and
. Holland (46)
before going for a ride. It is supbut merely combined. More equipseveral local stores and ice cream
m.
FG FT FF TP
posed to bring out the beast in a
ment
is added behind the tractor,
concerns. Junior Chamber of
Maentz, ................3
4
man. At least in the Ozarks.
1
7
thus resulting in less trips over
Commerce
members
have
been
Vander Wal,
..... 0
4
5
4
No guarantee, but you’re welthe field. This cuts down on labor.
Moran, c
providing cars and drivers for the
2
4
5
8
come to try these methods,girls!
The once-over tillage consisting
Hulst, g
girls during the winter months
4 5 3 13
of plowing followed by a plow
Kiomparene,g ..... 3 2
Mrs. L. W. Lamb, chairman of
1
8
Junius Wood, noted Washington
h*;:'
press drill (one operation) gave an
Viascher
....... 1
the E and I committee,announc
2
3 4
correspondent,summer resident
: wt
oats yield of 77.5 bushels per acre
Israels
1
0 1
ed
that
one
more
car
and
driver
2
of Waukazoo, and one of the
whereas in plowing, discing and
Kempker -------------0 0 2 0
staunchestdefenders of a little
is needed for the college girls'
harrowingtwice (four operations)
bit of nonsense now and then,
trip of Wednesday, April 9, and
the yield was 76.6 bushels. Dr.
14 18 24 46
comes to our aid in a crisis.
Wednesday, May 7. TTw group Cook estimates that the labor
Kalamazoo (86)
previous Volleys column
leaves Holland at 4 pm and re- savings was $3.00 per acre.
Stuifbergen, ........ 4
2 3 10
pointed out that the Declaration
turns about 10 p.m. Anyone willPlans for the once-over tillage
Wylie, f ...........
..... 2
0 4 4
of Independenceand other lasting
ing to help is asked to call Mrs. equipment may be secured from
c »«»———«•»— 3 6 5 12
works of literary art were short,
Lamb, 5885.
the Agricultural EngineeringDeHamilton,g --------- 1
1
5 3
compared to the mile-long wordHostewec Wednesday were partment,Michigan State college.
Nye, g
mm ......0
5
1
1
age of federal government price
Jean Ooetingh, Miriam Gemmfll,
.Mason
...... 0
1
2
1
orders. Another four good readGwen Kooiker, Phyl Leach, Elaine
Harter
..... 1
2
2
4
ers took issue with us in the subVan Tuinen, Jeanette Vanden
J\fli50r ••••••••••#»***.«« 0
0 0 0
ject, and Junius has replied:
Hoek, Arlene Rltaema, Annette
Junius has replied:
Siderius, Ruth Johnson, Marge
31 13 26 35
"I see somebody has questionPickens, Jerry Hobler. Eunice M.
ed your count of 300 words in
Schipper, Marge FeWmann, Rotho Declaration of Independence.
Local Student Nurses
1:11
berta Van Gilder, Carol Buseman,
If you take in all the words in
Hop* Berger, June Fiedler, BarReceive Cups in Rita
the dociihient,the count is highbara Dykstra and Mary Zweixig.
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er; but if only the actual Declara-

In Impressive ceremonies SaturMr. and Mrs.
day night In Evanston, 111., aeveral Holland student nurses at
In a candlelight double ring
Evanston hospital received their ceremony in Trinity Reformed
caps after completingsix months church last Saturday, March 8,
prr -clinicaltraining. The cereMiss Arlene Smith, daughter of
monies were held in Patten Mr. and Mrs. John J. Smith of
Memorial hall.
319 East Uth St., became . the
Local students are the Misses bride of Karl C. Kaiser, son of Mr.
Amy Beltman, Elaine Kraal, Nor- and Mrs. W. E. Kaiser, 'Sr., of
ma Ladewig, Dorothy Moerdyke Chicago. The rites were read at
•

Karl

C

Kaiser
(Kaiser photo)

Kaiser, Jr., and Miss Barbara Ann
Kaiser, sister of the groom, who
wore gowns similar to the bride’s,

and Albert Krause, Jack Smith
and Leroy Krause, who served as
ushers.

tion la considered, without the
wordy preamble, the count is less
than 300.
“If my opinion is worth anything, I enjoy that column betten when it is homespun recitals
of local events and people, rather
than learned dippings on weighty

mm m

Eatinf Place Will

Moved From Rifkt-tf-Way
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Karel

At

a party at Zeeland City
last Saturday night, Mr. and

Hall Mrs. John De Vret. Many gifts
were presented to tha couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Karel, who were
married in Holland and have lived
her aU their married life, have
five children, Mra. Jean Mulenbelt, Mrs. Cyrus Vande Luyster,
Mrs. John Kansneread,Mm Earl
Fisk and Russell Karel. They have
14 grandchildren and three great
grandchildren. Mrs. Karel it the
former Jennie Vanden Beach of
East Saugetuck.Mr. Karel, formerly of Muskegon, is employed as
watchman and fireman at Holland
Color and Chemical Co.

subjects.”
Mrs.
Confidentially,
Junius,
we
like Joe Karel of 265 East 11th St
Promise Me,’.’ •'Because”and "The
celebrated their 50th wedding anLord's Prayer" during the cere- to write it that way, too.
and Mary Lou Mulder.
niversary which occurred March
4
mony which was performed by the
•
Attending from Holland were
Happy
St.
Patrick’s
Day.
The bride, attiredin a ballerina- Rev. John M. Hains of Holland
Entertainmentat the family
Mrs. Gerrit Beitman, Gertrude length lace gown over a satin and the Rev. L. C. Kutz of Chiand Mary Beltman, Miss Sena •lip and a fingertip veil, was cage;
Spain, France, and England all event included a vocal solo by
Beitman, Mr. and Mrs. Fred given in marriage by her father. Immediatelyafter the cere- claimed the Nebraska region at Henry Kleinheksel, piano music
Kraal, Joyce Kraal, William Mrs. Jack Smith, sister-in-law mony, dinner was served at the differenttimes, basing their claims by Mrs. William Bobeldyk, guitar
Borgman, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence of the bride, aa matron of honor, Warm Friend Tavern. A reception upon discoveries and explorations.numbers by Rueaell Sybesma and
musical saw and accordion selecLadewig, Mr. and Mrs. John Kon- wore a pink lace gown. William followed.
Sulphur, pure enough to burn at tions by Earl Flak and hie daughtag and Sally, Dr. and Mia. Wil- Kaiser, Jr., brother of the groom,
After Meath 16, the bride and the touch of a match, outcrops on ter, Phyllis.Lunch was served to
liam J. Moerdyke and Mrs. Willis waa best man. Others in the wed- groom will be at home at 42
the sides of hills in Starr county, about 160 guests by Mra. Jake
Mulder and Mark.
ding party, were Mrs. WilliamJ West 110th Place, Chicago.
Tex.
Jacobs, Mrs. Joiin Huizenga and

Miss Myra Wlersma sang "O

7.

pm

..

->

i

Be

i

Chuck’s Tavern, popular eating
place on US-31, north of the intersectionof M-50, will not open
aa usual this year, April L
The dinner eating place, familiar to many in this dty and vicinity, will be torn down to make
way for the new divided highway.
Owner Chuck Weiser, route 2,
Grand Haven, has made a 'cash
settlementwith the state highway department and the eating
place must be tom down and off
the site by June 1. He plans to
dismantle it himself.
Weiser told The Sentinfclthat
H® Is undecided whether to reopen
at another location at this time.

MmInt

mmM

Milton Timmerman, Holland, Mich.
Wart Kepptl, Zooland, Mich.
Harry PotroaIJa,Zooland, Mich.
J. P. Iwlng, Byron Center^ Mloh.
J. W. Nlonhulc,Holland, R. t, Mloh,
Pannvlllo Milling C&, Ponnvillo,
Michigan
Oto. VoWhoor, Holland, R. 2, Mloh.
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Hope College

Holland Officer

IHedmii

of

Launches Drive

To ffed Daughter

Teaches

Safety

For

WSSF Funds

Fort Monroe, Va.

Aids Foreign Colleges
Disrupted by

War

—

Gen. and

Mr* Mark W.

Clark of Fort Monroe have announced the engagement of their daughter, Patricia
Ann, to CapL Gordon H. Obating,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Costing, South Shore Dr., Holland,

«

II

Hope college has launched a
campaign for gifts to the World
Student Service Fund, a program
in which American colleges help
to rebuild universities in those

Mich.
Since July, 1961, Capt. Coating

has served as aide-de-camp to
Gen. Clerk, chief of the Army

countries whose educational facili-

field forcea.

were disrupted and destroyed
during World War II.
, Hope college has selected An-

Capt. Coating was graduated
from Culver Military academy in
1942 and attendedthe University
of Michigan. He waa graduated
from the U.S. Military academy
at Weat Point. N.Y., in 1946 and
received his master of science de-

ties

atolia collegein Greece for its project.

The collegehas set no quota

or goal, and will

collect gifts

campaign

,

among

Miss Clark waa

graduated

from Marjorie Webster Junior
college in Washingtonin 1945.
She attended the University of
Indiana and later studied por-

chairman, heading

about 60

Indiana.

gree from the University of Pittsburgh in 1948.

throughout the next few weeks,
the total to determinethe extent
of participationin the program
Bruce Van Voorst is WSSF
solicitors working

fraternities, sororitiesand

traiture in Austria while her father t\as United States high commissioner for Austria.
Mias Clark and Capt. Costing
will be married in June.

non-society students. Heading the
solicitationscommittee are Pat
Pas, Dan De Graaf and Don Van
der Polden. Captains are Betty

j

The medium ci magic is being*
used by Police SgL Gail S. Pike
of Jackson, Mkb., who brought
a program of child safety to Holland schools Monday.
Called “Safety Magic” the pnK
gram will bring important safety
measures to the school children'
through an interesting and entertainingmethod.
Sgt. Pike's presentation proved
so effective' in Jackson are*
!\ v'
schools that he has been granted
a leave of absence from the Jackson police department to bring
similar safety messages to children throughout Michigan, Chid
and
a
Parents are Invited to attend
ail sessions.Sgt Pike appeared
today at Washington and Vaa
Raalte grade schools and will ap^
pear at other schools Wednesday
and Thursday.
His appearancein Holland ha*
been arranged and sponsored by
the Holland Associationof Insurance Agents in co-operation with
the Holland Police department
and Holland school systems.
Through specially designed
props and lectures adaptableto
all age groups, Sgt Pike com-,
bines the mysterious with proven
fana were enthusiasticthroughout, and Christian
partisansturned out with printed headbandsreadfacts to alert school-age children
ing “Holland Christian.’’ Ths Maroon pop band
to the Importance of following

Of Gen. Clark

Student Service Fund

Magic

Holland Christian and Nile* basketballfana
Little Linda Ann Hertel, daughter of Mr. and Mra. Arnold Hertel,
Schepers, Gretchen Yonkman,
jammed Kalamazoo’s Trodway gym five dosp on
73
Weat
21et
8t,
received
a
very
epeclal
pretent
for
her
eighth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Costing
were
Sally Palen, Lavina Rogeveen,
the aidelinet Saturday night as ths Maroons
birthdaytoday. Her grandfather,William H. Rust of Owoeeo, flew to
guests of the Clarks during the
Barbara Soper, Carolyn Robinson,
bowed out of tournament play to tha aurglng Nile#
added to the general din aa tha two taama clashed. safety rules at sX times.
Christmas hoHdaya.
Hank Parsons, Dick Kanode, Jack Holland Saturdayfor Linda’s birthday party and preaented hia
crow 64-36 in clais B regional finals. Both sets of
The lots wound up the season for Christian.
granddaughterwith a lively tiger kitten.The two already have
De Waard, John Kenwell and become faat frienda, and Linda didn't even want to leave her kitten
Jim Parsons.
Ex-Grind Htven
to go to achool Monday. Grandfather Ruat it pictured juat after he
Dr. Ella Hawkinson of the hisalightedfrom hie light plane with the airborne birthday gift, now
Succumb* in Kilamuo*
tory department of the college
the envy of every child In the Hertel neighborhood.
1
is guiding the program.
(Sentinelphoto)
Grand
Haven
(Special)
*—
Mr*
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
The WSSF represents the CARE
Flora Geinghry, 84, former Grand
On Tuesday evening, March 11,
book program and UNESCO gift
Haven resident,died Saturday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Voorhorst
enWill
coupon plan on American cam- Silai A. Harvey, 81,
Lingering Illness Fatal
morning in Kalamazoo,where die
tertained a group of relatives in
puses. WSSF sends materialaid
In contrastwith a currently
had been living with one of her
Dies at Grand Haven
For Grand Haven Man
their home in honor of Dr. and
Allegan (Special)—Twenty Alto universitiesin war-torncouncommon
topic of “what’s wrong
daughters, Mrs. Pearl Lang.
Mrs. Ted Oltman, missionaries
tries on the basis of need with
legan county men were named
Grand Haven (Special) — Silas
Grand Haven (Special)—Adolph home from China. Dr. Oltman is
She waa born to Ohk> Oct. 5.
with
America,”
Miss
Betty
Roadout regard to race, religion or
Sail
Tuesday by selective service of- 1867 and had lived la Grand
A.
Harvey,
81, of 1425 Washing- Jensen. 88, of 4830 South Brooks a cousin of the Voorhorstfamily.
man, Woman’s Literary club
politicalopinion. The projects it
ficials to leave March 24 for In- Haven from 1920 to 1938, and had
sponsors combine the relief of ton St.r died at his home Satur- Rd., Fruitport township died at Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
speaker, Tuesday afternoon gave a
Henry
Scholten,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
duction
Into the armed forces at lived in Battle Creek 12 year* be?
immediate need with the attempt day night. He had been in ill HillcrestNursing Home, Grand
refreshing view of "What’s Right
fore moving to Kalamazoo te
Julius Schipper, Mr. and Mrs.
Fort
Wayne.
to work out solutions to basic health the last eight years.
Haven, Monday after a lingering
make her home with her daugh;
With America.”
Frank
Voorhorst,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
university problems, helped by an
Listed were: Leo Mitchell, Char- ter. Her husband, Jamea OMver
He was born May 19, 1870, in illness.
Miss Roadman, a noted actress,
John Brink, Jr., Mrs. Arthur A new class of sailboat— the
international exchange of know- Grand Haven, where he lived all
les
J. Smalla, Robert H. Arm- Geinghry, died in 1929. She was •
author and lecturer,proved to be
Born in Denmark. Sweden, Nov, Kachele, Bernard Voorhorst and
ledge and experience.
his life. He was a former florist
Nipper— has been adopted as the a pleasing personalitywith a strong, and Robert D. Terry, all member of the Rebekah Lodge. ,
Mary,
Mrs.
C.
J.
Voorhorst,
Mr.
WSSF contributes to the main and retired25 years ago. He was 8, 1863, he came to this country
junior racing dass for sailors worthwhilemessage. She present- of Allegan; Richard H. Jacobs,
Besides kin. Lang she la surtenance of student hostels which a member of the Motjern Wood- as a boy and settled in Iowa and and Mrs. Dale Voorhorst and Carl,
ed
her
subject, not in the usual Clifton H. Snyder and Kenneth W. vived by another daughter, Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Voorhorst,
under
16
yearn
of
age
by
the
Maclater
in
Chicago.
He
moved
to
provide food, clothing and a place men of America for more than
manner, but by means of poems, Cleary, of Plainwell; Cornelius NeUe Roes of Battle Creek.
atawa Bay Yacht dub.
to sleep for students. It also as- 50 years. He attendedSt. Paul's Fruitport and vicinity in 1918. Lloyd, Glenn and Barbara.
stories, plays and personal exper- B oltman, Jr. and Walter A. Hies,
Mrs.
Albert
Borton
had
her
He
was
a
painter
and
paperhangsists in health services particu^i Evangelical and Reformed
The Nipper, replacing the now iences.
Wayland; Joseph J. Beyer and
er by trade retiringin 1940. His church membership transferred
Jarly in the field of TB books, church.
Earl A. Eaton Dial
diacontinued Crescent, is 12 feet
She Inventoriedfor her audience Robert G. Maschke, Hopkins.
from
the local Reformed church to
wife,
Sophia,
died
in
March
1927.
laboratory equipment and other . His wife, the former Henrietta
long and five feet wide. It is cat the many things that are right
Reinder
Prins,
Ada;
Robert
E.
At Doof lat Hoipital
Surviving are four daughters, the Hamilton Reformed church,
toolg of education.
Nietring,died in 1949.
Mrs. Pearl Wiedman of West Ol- and the membership of Mrs. Paul rigged, with only a mainsail. It with America— ideals of democ- Hamlin, South Haven; Raymond
The Woman's Activity league is
Surviving are two sons, James
has a centerboard and so far has racy that have been given to W. Selby and John L. Gruscinsky,
Douglas (Special) — Earl Ar^
sponsoring a penny carnival of Grand Haven and George of ive, Mrs. Myrtle Murray, Mrs. Slotman was received by the local proved very safe and seaworthy,
present-dayAmericans by early Dorr; Martin Silva and Gerrit J. nold Eaton, *2, died at Dougla*
Rose
Price, both of Grand Rap- church from the Beaverdam ReMarch 21, the proceeds to go to Newaygo; two daughters, Mrs.
according to word received by the ancestors and succeeding genera- Schirbeek, Holland; Alvin Vander hospital Monday at 6:16 pm. He
Anatolia college,a Protestant Clarence Hoffman, Grand Haven, ids, and Mrs. Violet Van Orden formed church.
local yacht club.
tions. These ideals we must con- Ploeg, Shelbyvllle;Milford Com- had entered the hospital Saturof Muskegon Heights;, a son, Emil
Prayer
Day
services for crops
school in Greece. Students, also and Mrs. Ray Halley of Fort. LauThe Nipper is built in Toledo tinue to cherish and fight for, pagner, Hamilton, and Ifaelis day evening after being HI about
at home, and also several grand- and industry were held in both
will offer their services as dar derdale, Fla.; six grandchildren;
Krumlns, Jr., of Grand Rapids.
a
?
children.
churches Wednesday evening. The by Ray Green and company, Miss Roadman said. The real
washers and baby sitters.
one great grandchild; a stepson,
Mr. Eaton had Mved In Dougla*
Rev.
John
den
Ouden
of Zeeland builders of more than 1,500 of strength of America lies in the
Other fund raising projects are Albert Nietring, Spring Lake;
since 1904. He was bom Sept, 27,
Lawrence Washington, a brother was guest preacher in the Re- them. The Nipper class also has fact that we believe in justice, Shower Compliments
being planned with the co-opera- three stepdaughters, Mrs. Frances
1889, in Ganges townshipto the
its own national organization and peace, kindness, liberty,brotherof Gen. George Washington, was formed church.
tion of such organizations as the Herbst, Mrs. George Van Hall of
late Mr. and Mrs. EUhu Eaton,
a Marine officer in one of the The Young people of the Re- held a national championshipre- hood and the foremost ideal, Miss Julia Franks
student council, Blue Key and the Grand Haven and Mrs. Charles three Marine regiments recruited
He was anyloyed at the Douglas
humaneness,the speaker said.
formed church enjoyed a social in gatta last year.
International Relations club.
Podein, Grand Haven township. in 1740.
The MBYC has been casting She closed with the poem, “How Employes of the housekeeping and Saugatuck cemeteries
the church basement Tuesday evedepartment of the Warm Friend
Survivingare the wife, Anna,
ning sponsored by the Christian about lately for an acceptable Big Is My Heart,” which express Tavern gathered in the home ot
and a brother, Monroe Eaton,
sailing class for those under 16, es the idea that the human heart
Endeavor.
MVs. Herbert Huntley,231 Pine
Sees
Because the pastor, the Rev. replacing the Crescent class. The can hold the world and only then Ave., Tuesday night tor a bridal
Crescent
is
no
longer
made
and
will
we
have
the
peace
of
mind
Henry Verduin, has a classical apshower honoring Miss Julia Abel Mtnne* Succumb*
pointmentin Ontario, Canada, the those that are left are getting for which the world yearns. Amer- Franks, whose marriage to Henry
older
and
fewer
each
year.
ica
has
that
humane
heart,
Miss
last Sunday in March, the ChrisDecker of Zeeland will take place At Home After Stroke
A committee of sailors consist- Roadman said.
tian Reformed church will celein the near future.
Zeeland (Special)— Abel Maning of Peter Van Domelen, Frank
Hostesses for the afternoon
brate communion next Sunday.
A gift was presentedand re- ncs, 70, of route 2. Zeeland, died
were
Mrs.
C.
M.
Selby
and
Mrs.
Dr. George Mennenga, instruc- Knoop, Bill Merriam and Stan
freshments were served.
at his home early Monday
tor of Bible and Missions at West- Curtis recommended adoptionof John Olert.
Attending were Mrs Ethel Hess,
followinga stroke nine days ago.
An
“Hour
of
Ballet”
will
be
feathe
Nipper
dass,
and
the
club
ern Theological seminary was
Mrs. Phil Seidelman,Mrs. BeaBorn in the Netherlandshe
guest ministerin the Reformed board of directors approved the tured at next week’s meeting, trice Allen, Mrs. Edith Moomey,
when members ot the Junior Wel- Mrs. Ada Johnson.Mrs. Martha came to this country at the age
church Sunday Gerrit Hemmeke suggestion.
fare league will be specialguests.
was ordained and installed as deaBrown, Mrs. Abraham Hay, Mrs. of two. He was a retired farmer
con at the morning services. A
JosephineCummings. Mrs. Jack and until recently had been active
male quartet of the Ottawa RePeterson, Mrs. Mathilda Vander in church work. He was a member
Zeeland Man Fined
formed church sang two selections
Kamp, Mrs. Bertha Kuipers, Mrs. of Noith Street ChristianReform(From Wednesday’sSentinel) For Tipsy Driving
in the evening services.
Josephine Shagonaby,Miss Jennie ed church consistory, a Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bosch Mrs. Celia Palmer of 228 Pine
Bcukema, Miss Gertrude Vander school teacher and a member of
Ernest Ossewaarde,41, of 110 Meulen and Miss Katherine Van- the Men’s society.
are the parents of a daughter, Ave. is confined to Holland hospital where .she was admitted South State St., Zeeland, Tuesday der Hulst.
Surviving are the wife, Deaa;
Linda Lou.
three sons, George of Holland
Word was received by Mr. and Sunday . for the removal of a pleaded guilty .in Municipal Court
chicken bone which had become to a charge of driving while unand Ltuis and Albert of Zeeland;
Mrs. Sander Wolters of the birth
lodged in her throat. Her condi- der the influence of intoxicating Funeral Service* Held
two daughters, Mm. Willard De
of a son, Jerry Bruce, on Feb. 29
tion is reported somewhat im- liquor.Municipal Judge Cornelius
Jonge of Grand fcapids and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vliem of
For
Mr*.
Winifred
Coffey
proved.
vander Meulen assessedfine of
Herman Steenwyk of Zeeland;1*
Holland Center, S.D. Mrs. Vliem
Mrs. Gerald Helder, who is vaFuneral services were held grandchildren,and one great
was the former Dorothy Wolters. cationing in Florida, recently won *100 plus *6.70 costs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lampen a round robin tennis tournament WilUam J. Caswell, 72. South Tuesday afternoon in Kalamazoo grandchild.
of Overisel and Mr. and Mrs. Ed at the exclusive Bath and Tennis Haven, pleaded guilty to reckless tor Mrs. Winifred Coffey, of 254
Nebraska was first visited by.
Lampen, Donna and Nancy of club at Palm Beach. She was driving and was fined $50 plus East 11th St., who died in Paw
Paw hospital of a heart attack white men in 1541.
Hamilton were Friday evening awarded a silver tray as a trophy. *4.70 coats.
Others appears In Municipal Saturday.
Scene From "Arsenic ond Old Loce"
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Mrs. J. D. French, South Shore
Services were held in the Lang(Lofferty photo) Knoll, Linda and Gary of Holland. Dr., has returned from Benton Court were Kenneth Raak, 29,
Those Hope college players arc the packed theater Saturday Delores Crooks and Miss Billie The Rev. and Mrs. August Telroute 3, stop street, *7; Lawrence eland chapel at 1:30 pm. and
Harbor where she visited for 10
currently starring in the comedy night.
Houtman as the charminglymad linghuizen and daughtersof Lan- days with her son-in-law and G. Coney, 283 West 24th St., im- burial was in Riverside cemetery,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
prudent speed, $12; and Norman Kalamazoo.
Pictured in a suspenseful scene Abby and Martha Brewster; Don sing, 111., spect last week Tuesday
hit ‘‘Arsenicand Old Lace" in the
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
Survivor® include the husband,
D. Lam. 18 of 210 West 15th St.,
in the home of the mad Brewster Prentice as Mortimer Brewster, in the village. They made arrangHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Hawes and daughter, Judith Ann.
Little Theatre in the Science
Glenn, who works at Crampton
driving without lights, $10.
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
family are, left to right, Larry the completely sane dramatic ments for moving here in the near
The
Hugh
Rowell
and
Cameron
building. Opening Friday night,
Those paying $1 parking viola- Mfg. Co., and a sister in Paw
critic, and his financee, Elaine future, when Rev. Tellinghuizen Cranmer families gathered in the
19 Cast 9th
Phene II
the Palette and Masque players Minuth as Dr. Herman Einstein; Harber, played by Jane Noxon. will take up his duties as pastor
tions
were James Feddick,route Paw.
William M. Aldrich home at 566
scored such a hit that many per- Dale De Witt as the villanous
Miss Helen Harton is director of the local Reformed church, to Howard Ave. Sunday night to sur- 1; Mrs. Della V. Steininger, Dursons had to be turned away from brother, Jonathan^ Brewster; Miss of the production.
which he recently accepted a call. prise Mr. and Mrs.Aldrich on their fee hall, Allen Slagh, route 1;
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Hoffman and 25th wedding anniversary.The John B. Brown, Detroit;E. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Dato Tazelaar of guests brought a wedding cake Timmerman,. Coopersville; , and
Kalamazoo were Saturday after- and a gift. The Aldriches marked Henry J. Hekman.
noon and supper guests of Mr. and the anniversaryMarch 12.
Mrs. Louis Hoffman and Sally of
Beth Marcus Speaks
Muskegon.
Mr*.
Mary
De
Witt, 80
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Boorman
To Van Raalte
of Bentheim and Maggie Lampen Die* at Zeeland Home
Miss Beth Marcus was guest
of Overisel called on Helena BidZeeland (Special)— Mrs. Mary speaker at a meeting of the Van
der in Holland hospital on Thursday evening and spent the rest of De Witt, 80, died Tuesday at Raalte Parent-Teachersassociathe evening in the home of Mr. her home, 231 North Michigan tion Tuesday evening in the
Ave. She was the widow of Peter school. Mrs. James Crozier, vice
De Witt who died in February, president,was in charge.
FruitportMto Diet
Miss Marcus spoke on her trip
1943. He formerlyhad a shoe repair ahop on State and McKinley to Europe last year. Her topic was
In Nursinf Home
“Storm Centers.” She mentioned
Sts.
Grand Haven (Special)— CharMrs. De Witt was a member seven of these centers which she
les W. Kittle, 62, Hickory Road,
of North Street ChristianReform- visitedand commented on each.
route 1, Fruitport, died Monday
ed church.
Carleton Kelch, a member of the
1
Stay (la
. .
night at the HillcrestNursing
Surviving are three sons. Gerrit, public school music faculty,playHome following a lingeringillness.
John and Arthur, all of Zeeland; ed two violin selections,accomTUI
He was bom in Three Oaks April
two daughters, Mia. Irwin S. Reis panied by Miss Barbara Lampen.
19, 1889 and had lived in the vicCAO’i speedy, convenient Pert Marquette* give you a
of Pasadena, Calif., and Mrs. Ger- “The Lord’s Prayer” was said by
inity of Fruitport since 1940, com6-hour stay in Chicago. Morning train arrim m down,
rit T. Keizer of Grand Rapids; a the group. Reports were given by
ing from Muskegon where he was
town Chicago before noon, and you travel in the C AOk
daughter-in-law, Mra. Truda De the secretary and treasurer.
employed as a machinistand rewonderfulnew It reamline coaches and de-hue reserved
Witt of Zeeland; 11 grandchild- The social committee included
tired three years ago due to 111
wat parlor can. assuring “glide-ride"comfort all the
ren, and a brother, Peter Roela of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vos, chairmen,
health. He was married in South
way. You may relax, too, in the smartly styled tavern
Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Rypma and Mr.
Bend, Ind., to Mias Sarah Fuller
cars and enjoy the finest in food and refreshment service.
and Mrs. Art Van Raalte.

Womb

Woman’s Literary Club

Overisel

20 Allegan

Hears Noted Lecturer
New

Men

Be Inducted

Gass

To Make Debut

month.

Overflow Crowd

Second Comedy Performance

Personals

DYKSTRA
8t

PTA

&

6-How
BACK

Oct 12, 1910.
He is survived by his wife, four Cheff* Young Colt Place*
daughters, Mrs. Orrin Johnston
In Annual Hunter Trials
and Mrs. Harold Harvey of Mus-

To Meet at Dally Home
kegon; Mrs. Aage Thorsen, of Tryon, N. C. (Special )-P. T.
Spring Lake and Mrs. Howard Cheffg young colt, Gambler, won
An organization meeting ot the
Judd, Jr, Nunica; three sons, a second in the Young Hunters Catholic Service league of the
Clarence of Ravenna, Joseph of and a fourth in Working Hunters Holland Hospital Auxiliary will be
Fruitport and Robert with the at the Spring Hunter Trials held held Friday at 8 p.m. at the home
U S. Navy In Cuba. Also his moth- here March 15.
of Miss Eleanor Duffy, 65 West
er,

Regional basketballchamp* In elaae A for 1961!
That’e the Holland high achool baeketballteam,
which won the title Saturday night at Kalamazoo
by whipping Battle Creek. Holland Coach Fred

Weiea beaminglyaccepta the tall trophy from
Tournament Manager Bill Perigo while some of
the excited Holland players form a semi-circle
around tha

presentation.

(Sentinelphoto)

Mrs. Alice Kittle of

Flint, si*

A

number of horses were en 12th St.
brothers and fifteen grandchildren. tered from North Carolina,South
Tentative plans call for the
Carolina, Georgia, Wisconsin and group to re-furnishthe children’s
Six hundred twenty-two insur- many other states.
ward at the hospital.
ance companies operate in NeIn spite of cold winds and ocInterested persons not already
braska, writing 14 kinds of poli- casional showers, the enthusiastic contacted should contact Miss Dufcies.

large

audience enjoyed ths show.
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Catholic Service League
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Sunday School

Elementary

Camp

Fire Gris

20, 1952

Mark Birthday Week

Lesson
March 23, 1952
An Open Heart and Home
Act* 16:6-15, 40
By Henry Geerlinge
The visiting of the churches
even today is very desirable.Of
course the smaller and newer ones
need it most, but all of them need
some attention and confirmation
from those whose business it is to
The Home of the
Hollo pd City News
give
general attention . to the
PublishedEvery Thursay by the Sentinel work of the kingdom. There are
Printing Co. Office 54-56
West Eighth Street, Hol- congregations tnat have not had a
land. Michigan.
prominentleader in their midst
Entered as second class matter at lor a decade. That may account
the post office at Holland. Mich., for the small Interest they seem
under the Act of Congress,March 3.
to manifestin the larger work.
1879.
There has been some talk of deW. A. BUTLER, Business Manager vising a method whereby the
members of every congregation in
Telephone—News Items 3193
Advertisingand Subscriptions. 3191 our general body might have the
The publisher shall not be liable opportunity of seeing and meeting and hearing someone who repfor any error or errors In
any advertising unless a p
resents and can speak for the
such advertisement shall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned church as a whole. It would be a

Exchanges Hear

Red Cross Spends

Conservation Talk

$1,819 During '51

Russell Patterson, regional education supervisor for the Michigan conservation department,ad-

For Blood

dressed the Holland Exchange
club at Its regular meeting Monday noon at the Warm Friend
Tavern.
His talk dealt chiefly with the
need of education aa to the proper uses for natural resources,
which are divided into three

classes: Non-renewable, renewable and human. Many of our
blunders In conservation,he said,
have been due to lack of information on the life and habit of various forms of wild life and indifference by a large part of the
people to any need for conservation. He cited as examples bounties on certain wild animals while
others have increased to tremendous numbers, such as the deer,
many of which starve each year

|

for lack of food. Nature

will

William B. Larsen

Travel Series

Bank

A smoothly running blood clinic
Monday night at Red Cross headquarters again provided a supply
of whole blood to Holland hospital
for any and all persons who may
need it within the next two weeks.
Some units were designatedfor
Korea, and after processingat
the hospital will be taken to
Lansing to be flown to the West
coast and Korea.
Physicians on duty Monday
were Dr. O. vander Velde and Dr.
W. G. Winter. Nurses were Mrs.
A. Boschma, Mrs. H. Tien, Mrs.
H. Davis and nurse’s aides were
Mrs. L. Pool, Mae Whitmer and
Mrs. George Vander Weide. Mrs.
Balfour Augst served as historian.

To End Friday

Canteen workers were Mrs. Ed
Walsh, Mrs. S. Wiersma and Mrs.
M. Mesbergen.Gray Lad> receptionistswere Mrs G. Patterson,
Mrs. P. Dryer and Mrs. F. Koopman.
These clinics are held every
other week throughoutthe year.
Last year it cost the Red Cross
chapter $1,819 to provide the
space for the clinics, bottles, tubing, medical supplies and food for
donors. This averages about $3

maintain a proper balance if man
will stop interfering, he said.
plainly thereon; and In such. case
The speaker also hit upon the
William B. Larsen, famed phoany error so noted Is not corrected,
indifferenceof land owners to soil tographer of South American
publishers liability shall not exceed Europe ? No one knews. The need
erosion and quoted loses per year subjects, will present his film
such a proportion of the entire space in the former place was as great
occupied by the error bears to the
in land acreage. Perhaps the time "Life in Chile" in Holland high
as
in
the
latter.
But
God
knows
whole, space occupiedby such adverhas come when the American school auditoriumFriday evening
tisement.
and it may be we can get glimpfarmer must realize our land beFor many jears Larsen has
ses of that knowledge now. We
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
longs
to all men and that he covered Latin America for RKOOne year 12.00; Six months 11.25, know that some of those regions
merely has stewarship of the Pathe News, sending back many
three months 75c; Single copy 5c. through which Paul passed withWinners and Judges in Lunch Box DecorationContest
acres he cultivates,the speaker thousands of feet of film for
Subscriptions payableIn advance and out stopping were evangelized
will be promptly discontinued If not
(Sentinel photo) said. Land subsidy is necessary if showing in the newsreels.
soon afterward.
An array of decorations in the Gordon.
renewed.
a unit of blood collected.
girls, Mrs. Abbot Davis and Miss the farmer is to be able to use
This picture on Chile is in full
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
About sixty years after the St. Patrick’s Day theme and "DeFifth and sixth grade Camp Dorothy Furst.
his land properly, for he cannot
But absolutely no charge is
reporting promptly any Irregularity
color
and
it
will
be
described
by
apostle left Asia and went ro
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
sign for Friendship" theme adorn- Fire girls were present from HolSongs were sung by Ecetu do it alone, he said. He pointed Larsen in person. It Ls an excit- made for the blood itself. The
Europe, we find in an official leted 225 lunch boxes Monday at land and suburbs, Grand Haven, group. Mrs. William Pluim; Wa- out that the government must ing coverageof one of the most donor gives it voluntarily;thus ii
ter, written by the Roman goverSaugatuck and Douglas, all mem- kahanepew, Mrs. Andrew Dala- make soil conservation an overJIM FARLEY OUT OF HIDING? nor of the province, , Pliny the the annual elementary Camp Fire
interesting, yet little known, is given to the recipient at no
of the Holland Camp Fire man; Odakonya, Mrs. Marvin Ter all project by citing figures on
charge.
We are told by Esther V^t younger,to the emperor Trajan, Girls Birthday party. The chil- bers
countries in all the world. '
Council.
Haar and Mrs. Russel Bouws; loss of land through floods.
Donnelly-Kelleyemployes led
The program, which begins at
Wagoner Tufty, the Sentinel’s the statementthat the Christians dren gathered at the Woman's
In closing, he showed a short
After supper, a program was Tekakwitha, Mrs. Joe Fabiano;
the list of donors Monday night
7:45
p.
m.,
is
the
last
of
the
Washington correspondent,that had permeated the country, pene- Literary club house from 5 to 8 given with Mrs. Albert Timmer, Lews, Mrs. George Minnema and movie on "Retrievers at Work,"
and it was a repeat' performance
Jim Farley is dated to come out trating even into the rural dis- p.m. to celebrate the 41’nd anni- executive director,as mistress of Mrs. Fred Beekman. The group dealing with the training of hunt- World Travel series sponsored by for several..They were Robert
the
Holland
Kiwanis
club
this
of hiding aoon. Mrs. Tufty leaves tricts, and as a consequencethe versary of Camp Fire’s organiza- ceremonies. Each Camp Fire
Hamm, William Klein, Donald
from Douglas under leadership ing dogs.
herself an "out" by making use heathen festivals were neglected, tion.
Preceding the program. John season.
group took part in the informal of Mrs. C. E. Hutchins presented
Zwier, John C. Fisher, Donald
The
picture
Is
being
shown
Each of the 225 girls and 35 program, which opened with singof the phrase “may come out," and animals for sacrifice could
a safety skit and Cantewasteya Bas was inducted into the club by Friday instead of last week Wed- Klein, Justin Scholten, Robert
but she records the fact that scarcely find purchasers. Paul did adults brought her own box sup- ing of the "Camp Fire Law” and
ExchangiteJohn 0. Hagans. Wilgirls, led by Mrs. Ray Wagenveld
Nedeau, Raymond Stitt, Vivian
such is the Washington rumor.
liam Aldrich arranged the pro- nesday as scheduled because of Allen and James Vanden Berg.
some of that work later when he per. decorated in one of the two "Happy Birthday Song."
and Mrs. Ernest Penna, presented
prayer
day
m
Holland.
If the rumor proves correct was working in and around Eph- themes. Boxes were judged and
gram and President John H. MulTwo groups chase pantomimes the Birthday Project.
Other donors, some of whom
the fact may represent an excit- esus. But this correspondencebe- prizes awarded to the following:
der presided.
as their contribution to the prodesignated it for Korea, were
The Odako girls, under Mrs.
ing development, and Jim Farley's tween pagan rulers throws light In the birthday theme division,
gram. the Wetomachick group led Hugo Winterink and Mrs. Justin
Pqter Kievit, Lloyd Jolly, Ray
"coming out of hiding" may con- on what otherwise would remain Ed wiile Rackes of Lincoln school,
by Mrs. James Hardie and Wau- Marlink, recited a poem and the
Van Heuvelen, Carl Tidd, Bryon
ceivably have considerable influ- dark to us.
first; Suzanne De Pree of Washkazo group led by Mrs. Ted Aal- Zanitakiu girls under Mrs. Egbert
Williams, KatherineStrabbing,
(From Friday's Sentinel)
ence on the national election of
The wideawake church will al- ington school, second, and Mary derink. Songs with dramatization
Gerritsen recited the Trail SeekDr. and Mrs. Friedrich Lepp- Pearl Stejskal, David Boyd, Her(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
. 1952. Farley did not go into hid- ways be opening up new preach- Wood of Longfellow school,third;
were presented by the Wcchewee er’s Desire. Mre. William Van
The Home Economics club met man have moved to Holland and man Van Zonneveld, Kent Thomping in a literal sense, but for all ing points. This is the sign of a
the St. Patrick’s theme, Mary
group, led by Mrs. George Braun Howe’s Wahanka girls gave a skit Monday evening discussing the are making their home at 235 son, John Van Loo, Lester De
practical purposes he has lived living church. But to do that we Gail Elenbaas of Longfellow,
and Mrs. Ed Vos; Kootcha Huda depicting the fun and service in lesson on ‘'CleaningRugs and West 23rd St. They are the par- Ridder, Fred Zeerip, Albert
in a polititial storm cellar during shall be required to recognize our first; Linda McClure,Maplewood,
Konya, led by Mrs. Don Prins and the Camp Fire program.
Furniture.”
ents of Mrs. A. Frank Schwarz of Pryzyborowski,Carolyn Robinson,
the whole of the present adminis obligation abroad as well as at second, and Sandra Scheer, Grand
Mrs. Henry Overbeek; Otawata- The Ketchawapikiya girls and
Mr. and Mrs. John Tigelaar en- Holland. Dr. Leppman recently Phyllis Leach, Louis De Kraker,
tration and during the previous home. We need some of {hat kind Haven, third.
ca. Mrs. Jerald Gebben and Mrs.
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Jake TiHenry Boerigter,-Manley Beyer,
four-year period. He has been giv- of extensivework In order to
Winners are pictured above Dick Vander Yacht; Hantavwee, their guardian. Mrs. John Dahl, gelaar of Hudsonville Sunday retiredfrom his positionwith the
Joe Bolte, John Swieringa, Dorowere welcomed as a new group.
Chicago State hospital.
ing his time and energies to his strengthen the intensive work in with members of the Camp Fire
Mrs. William Van Howe’s Wa- evening..
Sgt. Robert Israels left HoJ thy Bush, Mrs. George Overway,
•oft-drinks business, and he has our long establishedcongrega- committee. In the foregroundLs Mrs. Carroll Norlin; Okiciyapi,
Mrs. Robert Connell; Cunski Mi- hanka girls were hostesses for
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Zagers land Thursday for overseas as- Harold Aalderink,John Klaver,
even dropped out of the news for tions. The far away view renews Sandra Scheer^ next row, left to
kana, Mrs. Don Elenbaas;Aowa- the event and Mrs. Norlin and visited with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. signment after spending a two- Geoge Hoekstra, Lester Swierthe most part
our youth and vigor. If our old right, Mary Gail Elenbaas, Edweek furlough here. His wife will inga and Willard Aalderink.
Now political gossip has it that congregations did not have some- wine Rackes. Suzanne De Pree, kiya, Mrs. Fern Dixon and Miss Mrs. Connell’s groups were on the Bowman Sunday evening.
Mrs. E. Lubbinge and her remain in Holland. Sgt. Israel*is
he may become the campaign thing which they could reach out Mary Wood and Linda McClure; Carolyn Miedema; Grand Haven clean-up committee.Mrs. Raven’s
manager of Senator Richard Rus- toward and help they would per- back row, Mrs. Ben Poll. Mrs. girls, Mrs. Thelma Burch and committee was in charge of judg- daughter-in-law,Mrs. Roland Lub- the son of ’Mr. and Mrs. Egbert
ing and of serving milk to the binge of Grand Rapids, are spend- Israels. 229 West 20th St.
sell in the Georgia etateman’a bid
ish in a generation. And what Lucien Raven and Mrs. Robert Mrs. Wilma Reenders; Saugatuck
ing a few days at an Army camp
Circuit
for the Democratic nomination. would be the use of their living
children and coffee to the adults.
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
in Virginia where Roland LubWith Jim Farley ae his manager if .that were all?
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Miller and
binge is in training.
Russell would assume quite a difMr. and Mrs. M. Harthorn, Jimmy
Dangremond and John Elzinga;
There was guidance Paul needFriday evening Mr. and Mrs.
ferent significanceas a contendand Steven, of Holland spent the
one-year-term, Dale Slotman.
for
ed which we do not need in the
H. A. Bowman and Mrs. Elizabeth
er for the nominationthan he is
week-end with the Millers’ son
same measure. He was the first
Committees
were
appointed
for
Zagers
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
in his own right.
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel) Mrs. Arthur Slag in Holland. and daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
Thirty residenfs from Ottawa
working out various projects.FolNot that Farley could put Rus- missionary, while we live at the
Warren J. Eding. While there the county have been named on the
Prayer Day for Crops and In• Mr. and Mrs. C. Spoelman have Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
end
of nineteen centuries of missell over. It was Farley who put
lowing
the
business
session
slides
group attended commencement
dustry was observed with a specFranklin Roosevelt over in 1932, sionary activity. Certainly we ial sendee at the local Reformed of recent deer hunting in the Up- been making several trips to J. Lappinga. Mr. and Mrs. Harry exercises of Michigan State col- jury list for the April term of
Bowman.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
Kuycourt which opens on Tuesday,
have
learned
much
from
this
Grand Rapids the past week to
and he was the main factor in
church last week Wednesday eve- per Peninsula were shown by
ers and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bow- lege in which Eding participated.April 1. The list Includes seven
the campaign of 1936. But aside thrilling story. It can be said that ning. The pastor, the Rev. Peter
call on their mother. Mrs. Andrew
He was graduatedwith honors in from Holland and vicinity.
man.
the Boards of Foreign and
Gordon Dangremond. Refreshfrom the fact that he is older
Van Bronkhorstwho is a patient The local Red Cross annual a class of 400. He received his
J. Muyskens,used the,theme, "The
Included in the group are E. V.
Home
Missions
were
to
be
granted
now and has been out of the swim
ments were served by Mrs. James
Secret of God’s People."
at St. Mary’s hospital.
membership drive is now in pro- bachelor’s degree in mechanical Hartman, Melvin Van Tatenhove,
of politicsfor many years. Far- a substantialsum of money, they
engineering.
Mr> and Mrs. John Brink, Sr Hoover and Mrs. Melvin Lugten.
Sam Miller. Fred Galien, John
Mrs. Alvin Walters is. a patient gress. There are seven local coley can hardly be expected to put would know almost immediately
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Komejan De Vries, Lester J. Venhuizen of
were
the latest Hamiltonfolks re- The next meeting is scheduled for
chairman
who
in
turn
have
other
a purely sectionalcandidate over where it could be used to the best
at the Zeeland hospital following
turning from Florida. They were Monday. March 24. at 7:45 p.m.
helpers. Henry Grit, Sidney Ven- of 649 East Main St., Zeeland, Holland; George Lampen of Holas the Democraiic nominee. advantage.
surgery last Saturday morning.
accompanied
on
a
two-week
trip
ema, Herbert De Kleine, Bernard have returned from a vacation land township; Chris Plasman of
If a dozen young people were
when slides will be shown of a
Russell knows that as well as anyMr. and Mrs. Manley Stegeman Young, Mrs. William Smallegan, trip. The couple spent six weeks Zeeland, Dick Elenbaas of Zeeland
by Mr. and Mrs. Simon Dykstra of Canadian fishing trip.
body, and it is inconceivable that to offer themselvesto either of
visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry StegeAllegan. Theif brother and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Harmsen of man at Hudsonvillelast Sunday Mrs. James Kooman and Mrs. in Florida and then went to Cali- township.
Russell himself believes that he these Boards with the training
Hilbert Holleman are in charge fornia where they visited relaMr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Dykstra.
lives
Jack Swartz. M. C. Murphy,
Scottsville,Ky., were Hamilton evening.
can win the nominationof that and the purpose to do work at
Florida.
of the various school districts.
tives in Los Angeles. While there Louis Prelesnik, Henry Beukema,
party..
home and abroad, these Boards
visitors recently.The latter's
The Rev. and Mrs. B. Pekelder they toured the state.
Peter Pellegrom. Russell H. BosThe Woman’s Study club met in mother. Mrs. Jennie Klomparens, Mr. and Mrs. C. Rynsburgerand
But Russell knows that he can would know just where to send
children visited Mr. and Mrs. and children of Grand Rapids
regular session last week Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zoet have re- nia of Grand Haven; Adolph
do a lot of things to other candi- them. They know their fields.
returned home with them after Martin Vande Guchte and boys
were dinner guests of Mr. and turned to their home in Fillmore Munch of Grand Haven township;
evening in the home df Mrs. spending a few months in their
dates in his party, and the more Paul had to be guided by visSunday evening.
Mrs. Herman Van Klompenberg after spending the winter in Comiel Van Dyke, Allendale;
George
Schutmaat
of
Holland.
votes he can gather in even ions and in ways that were very
home and with the Peter Van Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hoffman of Thursday evening.
Fred Berghorst,Blendon; Sam
Bradenton. Fla.
though he has no chance to win, strange. We need guidance and Mrs. M. Oetman presided and con- Sweden family of Florida.
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Martha Kuit
Dykstra, Chester, William Easterducted
the
opening
numbers
and
Mrs.
Isa
Newell,
mother
of
Mrs.
the more power he and his faction the Urd is giving it to us, but in.
Harlan Scholten entered Hol- of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. James
ly, Crockery; Henry Schuitema,
business
session
and
Mrs.
Allan
H.
C.
McCHntock,
left
Sunday
for
will have. And gathering votes for a differentmanner, very largely,
land hospital Sunday to undergo Voss of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Temple Baildinf Parking
Georgetown; P. De Weerd, JamesCalahan
read an article from the surgery.
her
home
in
Denver
after
a
threehis candidate has always been Jim for the reason that
have
Henry Vander Wal and Carol of
FacilitiesImproved
month stay in Holland. City Man- town; Dick Hoffman. Olive; Fred*
Farley’s strong point. If he can learned H« ways through exper- Federation Club magazine on
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Dampen, this place were visitorsthe past
Swartz, Polkton; Ed Van Dyke,
"Community
Living."
Three
piano
succeed in converting Russell ience and through trial and error
Improvements aw under way at ager McCHntock and family
Mrs. Ray J. Maatman and Mrs. week at the home of Mr. and
Port Sheldon; Walter Bleasc,
selections* were presented by Miss
motored
to
Chicago
with
Mrs.
from a purely sectionalcandidate to some extent.
George Dampen returned on Mon- Mrs. Harold Vruggink and child- the Temple building where the
Robinson;George Christman, Sr.,
Carol
Hoffs
of
Lake
Odessa,
Hope
Newell
where
she
boarded
a
train
to one who can reasonablybe
drive on the west side is being
day from a trip to Gallup. N.M., ren.
The missionary passion must alSpring Lake; Joe Past, Tallmadge
called national, the Russell peo- ways be present.That is one thing college student. The program fea- where they visited the Rev. DonLocal relativesand friends at- widened 25 feet to provide park- for her return home.
and Lloyd Gavin, Wright.
tured a round table discussionon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Timmer,
ple will be able to exert pressures
that crowned Paul’s labors with
ald Houseman and family, also tended the funeral service for ing space for 25 to 30 cars for ocThe court’s calendar lists the
the
subject,
"How
Can
I
Budget
that will greatly modify the polisuch remarkablesuccess. He
stopping at various places en Mrs. Metta Metternick last Sat- cupants of the building.Building Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Konlng followingcases: 21 criminal cases;
have
returned
home
from
a
twotical complexion of the Demo- threw himself into it. It makes My Time for More Effective Liv- route.
urday afternoonat the Hudson- Owners Harry Plaggemarsand
seven jury; 17 non-jury; 21 chaning." by Mrs. Harold Brink. Mrs.
cratic party.
Ward Hansen negotiated a lease week vacation in Fort Lauderdale, cery — contested; two chancery
littledifference how much money
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Schievink ville Reformed church.
Wayne Hutchins and Mrs. SchutIt is for that reason that the
The B and H Extensiongroup with the government to use the Fla. They were guests of Mr. and cases— default, and 20 cases in
we have, or how wise and discreet
have sold their farm to Louis Poll
rumor that Jim Farley ia likely our Boards are. or how brilliant maat.
and held a public auction ,ast met Wednesday evening at the post office property for this pur- Mrs. Ray Elferdink, former Hol- which no progress has been made
to come out of hid. g Ls so signiAt the Sunday morning service
land residents.
our missionaries. If we do not
week. They expect to build a new home of Mrs. Manley Stegeman. pose.
for the past year.
ficant, even while it is only a
of the Reformed church baptism
Miss Lucille Van Domelcn,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van Horn
The parking improvements are
have zeal for the extension of the
house in the James Koops addirumor. He may not be able to
was administered to two infants. tion.
and Willard Lee visited Mr. and part of an over-all program in the freshman at Denison university,
Lord’s work, not much will be
land his specific candidate but
Margo Ellen, daughter of Mr. and
Granville,Ohio, has been initiated Junior Welfare League
The
large
new
garage
being Mrs. Marvin Poskey and Roger Temple building which now houses
accomplished. And that zeal must
that does not mean that he or
Mrs. Bert Brink, and Sandra
into Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
pertain to us at home also. When
built by Jack Rigterink on M-40, last Friday evening at Wyoming 24 apartments and offices for 10
his candidate will loee in the real
Lynne, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Holds Regular Meeting
Park.
prayer and zeal begin to sag Kenneth Lohman.
physicians,three dentists,a comadjoining his present location is
sense.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder and plete blood laboratory and quar- Mrs. Peter Van Domelcn,Jr., 1409
Junior Welfare league mot
there is no amount of giving and
nearing completion, a.s is the parGuest singers at the evening
South Shore Dr.
Thursday evening in the Woman's
going and talking that can suffice.
sonage of the local Christian Re- Michael of Jenlson were supper ters for three Insurance agencies.
service were Miss Eunice Schipper
HM2 Ray Vande Vusse received Literary 6lub house. Miss Althea
guests Ssfhday at the home of
Wilt Patricia Arentz
What we have to fear now L% that
and Jerold Kleinhekselol the formed church. Many new homes their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry The basement and first floor his discharge Friday .from Great Raffenaud,vice president,was in
the missionary spirit will be conare under construction in this
are used for officesand the two
Overisel Reformed church.
Feted at Bridal Shower
Lakes Naval Training station af- charge.
G. Vruggink.
area.
upper floors for apartments.
fined to spots in our congregaThe Senior Christian Endeavor
ter. serving 14% months. A memMiss Bonnie Luyke Ls confined
Reports wore given. Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Brower
of
tions.
There
are
some
who
are
Miss Patricia Arentz was guest
ber of the Naval Reserve, he was
service was in charge of Marilyn
to her home because of illness.
Kenneth Kooiker, chairman of
Hospital Notes
of honor Wednesday evening at a awfully concerned lest too much Nyhof and Arloa Smit with the Holland were Hamilton visitors
recalled to active duty Jam 2,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vander
the hospital curtain project,pre(From Friday’s Sentinel)
bridal shower given at the home money should leave the churches subject for discussion,"Paul Con- on Sunday, also attending the Beek.and Ruth of Muskegon,
1951. While at Great Lakes he
evening service of the Reformed
Admitted
to Holland hospital was senior corpsman in charge of sented several suggested materof Mrs. Alfred Arentz. The event for such purposes as these.
verts his Jailer." The Junior High
were ^Sunday evening visitorsat
ials and their costs to the group.
When Paul reached Philippi CE group considered the topic, church.
was given by Mrs. Arentz, Mrs.
the home of thejr parents, Mr. Thursday were William Heaven, Infirmary 200. He has returned These new drapes will be presentwhere
the
Lord
The
quarterly
business
meeting
Clarksville;
Patricia
Buurma,
234
sent him. and "Fisherman’sThrills" with Judy
William Human and Mrs. Robert
to his home at 628 Whitman Ave.,
and Mrs. Gerrit Brink.
ed to Holland hospital to cover
Unger. Miss Arentz will become having preached the gospel' to a Nykamp and Donald Muyskens of the Teachers and officers of
Mre Harold Heihn and Mrs. West 11th St.; Mary Ann Westen- where his wife, the former Leona the viewing window of the babies’
the
Reformed
church
was
held
broek,
544
East
Eighth
St.
(and
group
of
women,
there
was
hut
Nykamp and two sons, Lonnie and nursery. Each girl was reminded
the bride of Merrill Human on
in charge.
Willard Van Horn are canvassing
last Friday evening. After devo- the district for the Red Cross discharged);Mrs. Clara Noble, Stephen, live.
March 29 in El Paso. Tex., where one convert. But he was not disThe last meeting of the Parentto bring a small gift or two to the
250 East 16Ui St.
tions by the superintendent, John drive.
couraged. We never hear a word
he is stationed with the Army.
Teachers group Ls scheduledfor
next meeting for the Kiddy KarGrissen,
the
usual
business
was
Discharged
Thursday
were
Mrs.
Decorations were in St. Pat- of complaint from him. There the evening of March 21 at the
Mrs. Albert Dykstra and girl*
nival to be held in the Armory on
Junior
League
Meets
rick’s Day motif featuring a large were not many women in the schoolhouse.Mr. and Mrs. Ben taken care of including secretary from near Hudsonville spent last Harry Lohman, route 2, Hamilton;
March 29.
umbrella with white and green group, so that one out of that Nykamp and Mr. and Mrs. Her- and treasurer’s reports. Because Thursday with her mother, Mrs. Mrs. Mamie Hill, 84tt East 18th At Woman9 s Club House
The final dinner will be
St.; Darwin Roberts, 78 West
streamersto gifts.
number may have been a good man Nyhof are in charge of the of the resignationof Miss Johan- Herman Betten.
held April
in the
Ninth SL; Mrs. Alvin Dozemim Members of the Junior Welfare Friend Tavern. Any memGames were played and prizes percentage.We do know that dur- program and they expect to pre- na De Vries of India as missionand
baby,
649%
Michigan
Ave.;
ary,
whom
the
Sunday
school
has
were awarded to Mrs. Lawrence ing his brief stay in that city sent Don Horfman, a Hope college
league had a regular business ber not able to attend is asked
Vinner Held in Honor
Mrs. Anthony Bosch and baby, meeting Tuesday evening at the to contact Mrs. Robert Wolbrink
Williams,Mrs. Leo Victor, Miss he establisheda congregation that senior,with a magic performance; supported for a number of years,
route 5; Mr*. Edward HeuvelhorstWoman’s Literary club house. or Mrs. Robert Kouw.
/Joan Hindert and Mrs. Herman became one of the most spiritual also some colored slides of the another was chasen by the group! Of Mrs. Dick Meengs
and baby, route 1'; Mrs. Harvey Mrs. Stuart Padnos presided
'Elferdink. Refreshments were and liberal of those with which Pasadena,California, Parade of the Rev. Blaise Levai.
The evening was spent workThe Men’s Brotherhoodheld
Mrs. Dick Meengs celebrated Breuker, 4346 Lincoln Rd.; Mrs.
served.
Mrs. Charles Bertsch, secretary, ing on Karnival projectsand speche had anything to do. He labor- Roses by Mr. and Mrs. John
regular meeting on Monday even- her 79th birthday anniversary at John Robinson and baby, route 5; read the minutes and roll call and ial favors to be given to each
Invited were the Mesdames Leo ed with the conviction that the Haakma.
ing in the church parlors. Sched- a dinner - party at the Warm Mrs. Paul De Goed, 124% West Mrs. Craig Trueblood,treasurer, child who attends the event
Victor, Robert Steveson, Harter Uird'x Word would not return to
On Thursday evening of this
gave the financialreport.
MacQufen, Donald Sprong, Harold mm void. He was glad to be in week the Haniilton Welfare asso- uled as guest speaker was the Friend Tavern Thursday evening. 14th St
Rev. John Haina of Trinity Margo Meengs played two vioBirths Thursday included a son,
Mna Robert Wilson reported on
Loften, Hans Schuetky, Lawrence the work, whether • the results
ciation wlH sponsor a program by
church, Holland- with the subject. lin selections and Jane Meengs Leonard, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. the recent hospital tour by mem- Dennis Van Wieren
Williams, Kenneth Steggerda, were many or few.
the Christian high school band of
Frank Van Dyke; Pearl Van Lydia and her household, whe- Holland wjth slides shown during /Now to Live in Times Like sang a solo. Several gifts and Leonard Mulder, 358 Arthur Ave. bers of the Hospital Auxiliary. It Celebrates Birthday .
These."
(From Wednesday'sSentinel) was announced that name* are to
cards were received.
Dyken, Randy De Pree, Herman ther childrenor servants,or both, intermission.v
Monday afternoon, the Present were the Rev. and Mrs. Admitted to Holland hospital be submittedto the- Auxiliary by Dennis Van Wieren celebrated
Elferdink. Nick Homeniuk, Melvin we can not say, were baptized as
The Hamilton’ Rod and Gun club
Victor, Clarence Kuhlman, Jim evidence of the new life that had was officially organized at a Music Hour club sponsored the John H. Meengs and children, Tuesday were John Stepanski, 51, each organization as suggestions his fifth birthday anniversary SatDraper,
Gardner, Robert come to them, and as the .confes- meeting last week and after showing of a film for the upper John and Jane, of Mishawaka, West Second St.; Mrs. Fred Lem- for officers. The Junior league de- urday afternoon at a party given
grades of the local school in the Ind, the Rev. and Mrs. Anthony men, 97 East 18th St.; Mrs. John cided to join the auxiliary as a by his mother, Mrs. Bill Van WierMoore, Gerald Burdick. / id the sion of their faith. In testimony of
adopting a constitution,officers Hamilton auditorium, depicting
Tafil, ' route 3, Allegan; . Peter group. Individuals also may join
Misses Shirlie Victor, Dottie Elfer- her new relationship, she particuen. at their home. 669. Pine Ave.
and board members were elected. musical activitiesat the Inter- Meengs of Richmond. Ind, Mr. Schwarz, 231 West 23rd St.
the group, it was announced.
dink, Patricia Arnold, Kathryn larly manifestedher interest In Chosen by a group of over 75
Games were played and prizes
and Mrs. William' Meengs and
DischargedTuesday were Mrs.
The group decided to give a were awarded.Refreshmentsfeatlochen Music camp near Traverse children, Bill ai.d Margo, Mr. and
MacQueen, Ruth Schuetky. Mari- the work the missionarieswere
members were president,Herman aty.
Chris Kaxafa, 173 Columbia Ave.; tractionsplint, bottle wanner and
ured a birthday cake. Each guest
lyn Kleinheksel,Pearl Wyngprden, doing by inviting them to make
Mrs. Peter Rumsey and son,
Nyhof; vice president,Donald
Mrs. John Oonk, 202 East 13th St; a new curtain for the nursery received a favor.
Ellen Wyngarden.Joan Hindert her home their stopping place
David, Mrs. Kenneth Crlssman of
Lehman; secretary and treasurer, The equatorialcircumference of
Harold Larrfe,550 State St.; Mrs. aa its hospital contribution.
Guests were Corinie and Larry
and Diana Lea Arentz.
Oshkosh, Wis., and Mrs. Gert
while they remained in the city. James Hoover; assistant secretary
John Pendrickand baby,' 48 West
Plans were made to send two Mokma. Sandra Van Dyke, Mary
the earth is 24,902 miles. The polar rude Mulder.
and treasurer,Donald Van Door- circumferenceis 24,860 miles.
18th St.
.
year.
Lynn Schippers. Carolyn SchipThe first real coke oven In this
In 20 years (1928 through 1947) nik; sergeant-at-arms, Raymond
The remainder of the evening pers, Phyllis Van Ingen. Jackie
country is believed to have been the bituminouscoal mining InThe world’s highest waterfall is
As late is 1944 a Democrat members worked on the Kiddy Sale, Nancy Altena, Christine
Johnson; three-year-termdirec- Sulphur better than 99.5 per cent
built In Connells ville, Pa., by a dustry paid Federal income taxes
Angel Falls in eastern Venezuela. sought the governorshipof Netors. D. E. Williams and Gerrit pure cpmes from the brimstone
Karnlval, to be held for all Hol- Stoel. Susan > Zonnebelt, Connie
owner.'
It is 15 times higher than Niagara braska on the thesis that be could
of 343 million dollars.
Tucker; two-year-term,Harojd mines , ol Louisiana and Texas.
land children March 29 from 10 Van Wieren and the guest of honFalls.
square a circle,
! >
a.m. to 5 p.ra. at the Armory.
by

him

in time for correction with blessing.

such errors or corrections noted

Why

God take Paul out of
Asia Minor and send him into
did

Jamestown

Pt rsonals

Jurors

Hamilton

Picked

South Blendon

April
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.
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Discussion Groups Meet
In Child Guidance Series
Th« second meeting in

Touring Dutch Writer

fine,

Engagement Told

ill

list

day, Mrs. Weaver will take up
the questions most often requested by the groups. She urged particularlythat parents of older
children as well as the younger
attend the sessions,as the opinions and suggestions of experienc-

ed parents will be of value to
others. "We do not havea second
chance with our own children,but
‘ we may be able to help another

Sophia Kolbert. 56, both of Grand
Haven. A divorce decree was recently awarded 'Martha Moore
McKenzie from Gerard Sanfield
McKenzie, both of Holland. Custody of the minor child yvas given
to the mother.

Others paying fines in MuniciCourt were Vernon E. Boneck,
31, of 83 Burke Ave., speeding
$12, and due caution, $17; Thomas
Haiker, 22, of 501 Washington,
Miss Beth Arlene Kolk
stop street,$5; Jack Ritsema, of
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Kolk of Fre- 33 East 30th St., stop street, $7;
mont announce the engagement Norman G. Boeve, 18, route 3,
of their daughter, Beth Arlene, to
speeding. $12; Jarvis Markvluwer,
Donald Schipper. son of Mr. and 18. route 5, speeding, $12.
Mrs. Elmer Schipper of 268 West
Parking fines of $1 each were
16th St., HoUand.
paid by Bert Stoel. of 856 West
25th St.; Albert Vander Kooi. of
54 McKinley St., Zeeland; Beulah
Complaint Is Dismissed
Ridly, of 266 West 19th St.; Ralph
In Terpstra Will Case
Brouwer, of 361 Maple Ave.;
Peter Breen, of 1521 East Eighth
Grand Haven (Special)— In an St.; Fred S. Cook, of 29 East 19th
opinion filed in Circuit Court yes- St.; John Cook, route 4. Cornelius
terday, Judge Raymond L. Smith Vander Heost, of 126 East 12th
pal

whereby they were to receive a
70-acre dairy and fruit farm in
Tallmadge township valued at approximately $45,000, and that after the death of the father the
mother changed the will.
'Hie court held there was no
evidence of such an alleged agreement and that the mother was in
her rights to make a new will.
Walters is administrator of Mrs.
Terpstra’s estate. Other defendants include 10 other children
and grandchildren of the deceas-

Car Rolls Over
Grand Haven (Special)—State

MIDDLE WEST WITH FAST,
“ON SCHEDULE" DELIVERY

police today continued their investigation into a personal injury
accident on US-31 in Spring Lake
township north of Forrysburg at
10:30 a.m. Sunday when a car
driven by Lon William Detienne,
26. Chicago musician, ran aff the
left side of the road and rolled
over. The driver suffered a concussion and a possible skull fracture. Mrs. Eva W. Detienne. 55,
sufferedbruises and cuts. The
former is still in Municipalhospital. Mrs. Detiennewa* released
after treatment.

FROM DOOR TO DOOR
TERMINALSLOCATED

Chicago
Ft.

Wayno

AT:

DODGE

Indianapolis

Louisville

Cincinnati

"Job Rated Trucks"

upa

South Bend

9 Pick
• Panels
• Stakes • Routs Vans
• Heavy Duty Units
OPEN EVENINGS
TILL 9 P.M.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

S. A.

DAGEN, INC.

Maerose Glass Products Co.

arthritis.

Surviving are a daughter. Mrs.
Forrest Worthing of Lament and
a grandchild.

at the

eelectione

in fine designs of

WALL
PAPER

8L

Phone 4811

FACTORY TRAINED

ron, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Viascr and

ROAD

Work Guaranteed

SERVICE

ReasonableRates

COMPLETE SERVICE
All

Mokes

Phone 7225

25 W. 8th

Fennville

Kinds

A

roofs

install

now

GEO.

MOOI
OOFIMOO.

Cara Called For and Delivered

H.

.

inatot furnished prompt-

Quuif'Ja

SI

n«w . .

ones roasonabty Eiti-

PONT

DU

B.

RUBiROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Stmt

SUPER SERVICE

81

Don Hartgerlnk — Harm Blok
126 W. 8th
Phone 7777

PHONE SS26

Sandwich-Soda Bar
369 River Avp.

PHONE

7997

It

Happens Every 15 Seconds

Good Selection— Used

STATE FARM MUTUAL

FARM TRACTORS

Pays a Claim

and

MACHIRERY

EVERY

15

ON THE AVERAGE
SECONDS OF EVERY WORKING DAY.

Steam Cleaning
Motors and Tractors

BIN VAN LINTt, Agent
Phone 7133

177 College Avenue

LINCOLN AVE.

GARAGE
831 Lincoln

Phone 9210

ELZIN6A I V0LKERS, INC.

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP

6ENERAL OONTRA6TINR

MATERIALS

ENGINEERING

Louis Padnos

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

IRON and METAL CO.

RESIDENTIAL

120 River Ave.

CONSTRUCTION

Rol)ert Jackson has closed his
radio business and has taken
a similar position with John Bar-

•6 East 6th

own

A Band Roooter club was or
ganized at the high school Tues
day evening. Officers elected are
Richard Barron, president: A. B
Climie, vice president: Mrs. M
D. McAllister,accretary; Mrs. El
win Johnson, treasurer.
Three local students returned

81

Phene 2284

Street Phone 7242

WASTE TIME!

~om
’'YOU-

FRESH BREAD
THAT MAKES

YOUR MEALS BETTER
For Variety Try Our Crack-

ed Wheat, Rye and White

the

field. , Lawrence Bale was reelected president; Ed Knoll,

clerk: William Billings,treasurer; Hughes Simpson, Max Foster
and Frank Filippi,trustees; Hollis Teusink, assessor.The voters
rejected the proposedassessment
of one mill on a $1,000 valuation
to finance the library, now a Women’s club project.The vote was
lost by a 2 to 1 majority.
Mrs. CorneliusBosch of Holland, formerly Mrs. Sarah Root
of Fennville,was a luncheon guest

Mrs.

Bread.

Snack Shack
8TH and LINCOLN

~tiii

LonCdad

Mr. and Mrs. John

the insurance business is the agency
that's in a position to

£ire you specialized
sendee, assuring you

maximum

protection

YOU

premium cost
That's the way we do

GUIEN AGENCY

naEzms

384

MATCHED STEEL KITCHENS

Wedding

TOOMf

The

Bier Kelder offers

many

Annonneentenit

The beat in draught

and

bottled beera and winea and

LENNOX
r

champagnea.. Also, sand-

Ask Any User

served by trainedemployees.

wiches

'

and snacks. All

Air-conditioned

and

open

noon until midnighl

116 East Nth 81

WARM FRIEND

Holland.Phons 2736

TAVERN

Zetland Phons 8147

Buy Lennox — You Buy Qustity

Ultra-Modern cabinetsof most any
sue and shape to suit every need! Spatial-quality welded steal throughout
coated with durableU-baked snamal
Plenty of handy drawer and cupboasd
space... adjustable shelves
afcfcel
plated, semi -concealed hingaa

eervlcea for your pleaaure.

HARRY K00P
HEATING

2677

MURRAY

Pattison

WONT GO WRONG

PHONE

CENTRAL AVE.

Harold

at all times at a mini-

mum

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

THE

BRAND NEW

have sold Pat’s Grill to Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Hardy of Grand

Tour "beet friend" in

SEE

GRAND

Watts.

Second

Holland. Mleh.

DON'T

with honors from the district
meeting held recently at Grand
Haven. Miss Joan Stewart placed first in the tuba playing division; MLsa Marilyn Rummell received second honors with her
clarinet. Mrs. Leland Stewart and
Mrs. R. J. Rummell accompanied

last Thursday of

PHONE 2386

liko

ter’s car.

ers with only one ticket in

UNITED MOTOR SALES

NINTH

All

Wtll nearer old

Scheerhorn.

NAD'S

Repair

Of Leaky Roofs!

Monday
voters returned the same offic-

CAR PAINTING AT ITS BEST

RIVER AT

We

three children of Holland were
Saturday evening dinner guests of
Mrs. Vlssors brother and sisterin-law. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard

their daughters.
At the election hold

BODY and FENDER EXPERTS

IRC.

put mi

an inactive status.

home

50 West 8th

DECKER CHEVROLET,

home a short while ago.
All men have now been

Home

ELECTRIC CO.

723-33 Michigan Avenue

Scheerhorn retired recently after 31 years of service as custodian of Lincoln school.
(Penna-Saa photo)

The Rev. Francis Reants is ill
at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Haynes and
Mrs. Gordon Haines and daughter
of South Haven and their mother,
Mrs. F. Burrows, called at the
call the children in for recess durSprings.
OverhLserhome last week. Mrs.
ing his first years as janitor. The
Mrs. Hughes Simpson and sons,
Burrows returned with them to newly shined bell was presented
David and Michael, were in BatSouth Haven tor a few days.
to him by Ed Prins, superinten- tle Creek last week staying with
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Billings
dent of buildingsand grounds who
and children of Ganges were served as master of ceremonies her mother, while Michael was
in care of a specialist. He is much
guests last week Sunday at the
for the event. Prins also distribhome of Mrs. Billings’ parents, uted some old slate pencils as improved.
An epidemic of flu in a severe
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Burch.
souvenirs, the kind Scheerhorn form Is prevalent in this vicinity.
East Casco Rebekah lodge will
used when he attended Froebel Some of the classesin school have
meet Wednesdayat the IOOF
school back in 1887.
only about a 50 per cent attendhall
Known to all the children of
Pullman Ladies Aid will meet the east end as "Simc" through- ance. Some of those who were ill
the p<ist week wore Mrs. Wayne
at the IOOF hall March 20 for a
out the years. Scheerhornhas al- Woodby, Mrs. Lionel Becher, Edregular meeting.
ways been friendly with the many ward Grams, Mrs. Keith Land*Mrs. Mary Truas Is stayingwith
children with whom he came into burg and Roger, Joan .Stewart,
Mrs. Agnes De Noyelles.
contact, .vet could exact discipline and Sharon Bale, Keith LamlsMrs. Grace Burrows called on in jast the right degree. When he burg Is confined to his home with
Mrs. Ben Rainey last Monday afwent to work as janitor, he decid- sciatica.
ternoon. Mrs. Burrows presently
At the regular meeting of Raded to set a good example and
is staying with her daughter. Mrs.
ient Rel)ekah lodge Friday evennever smoked.
Glenn Haynes of South Haven.
Today the many children who ing impressive memorial services
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Overhiser remember "Sime" as janitoryears were hold for Mr. and Mrs. John
of East Casco were in Kalamazoo
ago agree he hasn't chanced a bit Van Dragt.
last Wednesday on business.
Pvt. Horner Bale spent a (hreein 31 years, even though he is
Eugene Overhiser and family 71 years old.
day pass here last week from
have moved to the upstairs apart"Sime” and his wife have been New York with his wife, and his
ment at the Ray Overhiser home.
married for 53 years. They have parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ned Bale.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Harris
five children. 19 grandchildren
and
two children spent Sunday
and
10
great
grandchildren.
The
Spring Lake Man Dies
Scheerhorns are members of with her mother, Mrs. John AmAt Convalescent
Sixth Reformed church. Scheer- brose of Quincy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Morse of
horn’s retirement was effective
Grand Haven (Special) — EgOsceolo, Ind., spent Sunday with
Dec. 31. 1951.
bert Forster, 87, of 144th St.,
his mother and brother, Mrs. AnAlso attending Monday's event
Spring Lake, died at a convalesna Morse and Cleon. Their two
cent
Monday following were Supt. and Mrs. Walter W. children. Roger and Donna Mae,
Scott, former Supt. and Mrs. E.
a three months illness.
who had visited relatives since
E. Fell; Julius Barbour, assistant
He was born in Quincy. 111.,
Friday, accompanied them home.
professor for continuous education
Mrs. Charles Luplow left SunJuly 2. 1864. and .ived in Spring
at Michigan State college, and day by bus for California and on
Lake and vicinityfor the past 44
Matt Whate, director of in-ser- her return in a couple of weeks
years. He was a member of Spring
vice training for the vocational will he accompaniedby her mothLake Presbyterian church and
department.
er. Mrs. Edna Lindsay in the latSpring Lake Masonic lodge 234.

ESSENBURG

—

was mads by Ed

Relativeshave received word
Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Hardy have that Mr. and Mrs. Andrew John
moved to the Walter Robbins son who have spent the winter in
apartment recently vacated by Florida expect to return home
this week.
Mrs. Leland Stewart.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Sanford
Monday night attended by school
returned home Friday from a
custodians and their wives and
members of the building and three week's Vacation trip to Florida.
grounds committee.
Mrs Keith Hutchins and Mrs.
A highlight of the event was Robert
Stevenson attended a
presentation of the old hand bell
meeting of the Eight and Forty
which Scheerhornused to ring to
club Monday evening at Berrien

PHONE 68152

Estimates

night. Presentation

Robert Adkins has returnedto
Simon Scheerhorn, who has rehis home from South Haven hostired as a public school custodian
pital, where he underwent surafter 31 years of service at Lingery.
coln school, was guest of honor
Clarence Thomas, who lives
at a dinner in Washington school
southwest of Pullman, is ill with

thrilled

Free

Monday

Prlna (right), superintendent of buildings and
grounds, with Mrs. Scheerhorn shown at left.

School Bell as Souvenir

THERMOPANE WINDOWS
ALWINTITE ALUMINUM WINDOWS
PLATE and WINDOW GLASS

All

bell he uied to ring for receaa at Lincoln school
aa s memento of the past at a dinner In hit honor

Pullman

You'll be

;

Simon Scheerhorn(center) accepts the old hand

St., paid a $2 parking fine.

Dealer of

EAST 26TH STREET

wu

Retired Custodian Given

MANUFACTURERS OF MIRRORS
’

products. Since Jan. 1, they have
been distributors for the Kawneer company.
On Same Boat From Korea
A specialitywith the company
Dick Draper, Earl Barkel and is installingbig mirrors or anBarry Bailey have returned to tique mirrors in homes and office
Holland Saturday from Korea, buildings.An example of the work
where they served 12 months with done by the company can be seen
at the Hamilton garage which
the Marine Corps.
All three enlisted together in recently completed.
November.1949, in the Marine
Approximatelytour out of five
reserves. Their unit was activated homes in HoUand have mirrors or
Aug. 4. 1950, and shortly after- glass from this company.
ward, the men left for Korea.
They served in different units
overseas, but all three returned
to this country on the same boat
Douglas Hazebrook, who also enlisted with the men. returned

Return

3 Local Marines

Ave.

ed.

THE 116 DUTCH
FLEET SERVES THE

Glass Products

visitorin Holland, gathering maMaeroae Glass Products comterial for a series of articleson
Michigan for a group of news- pany. located at 255 East 26th
SL, is owned and operated by Joe
papers in the Netherlands.
Brouwers is touring Michigan Roeendahl and Hans Suzenaar.
in connection with the approach- The company makes its own miring visit of Queen Juliana to Am- rors, hand engraved for personalerica in April. He left Holland ization and custom built They
Monday for Ann Arbor where he also make glass table and desk
is doing special study in journal- tops and will do monogram!ng.
lism at the University of MichiAll employes are factory traingan.
ed. Installation of store fronts and
The writing Hollander has been aluminum metal is personallysupin the United States since August ervised by Suzenaar. Rosendahl
and in Michigan since September does the engraving for the comof 1951. His articles on Michigan pany.
and the queen’s visit here will be
The Maerose company is a
carried in his own paper and in dealer for Thermo-Pane windows
nine others in the Netherlands.
and all other Ubbys-OwensFord

Frank Riatau, 44, of Lincoln
who was found guilty in a
jury trial last week in Municipal
Court on a charge of malicious

as

—

Ton Brouwers, foreign editor of
the Eindhoven Daglad (Daily) in
the Netherlands, was a week-end

Ave.,

parent avoid the same mistakes,"
Mrs. Weaver said.
dismiseed a bill of complaint filed
All parents, teachers and other by Harry and Clyde Terpstra
persons interestedin children are against John G. Walters et al inurged to attend the remainingsix volving the wills of Peter Terpmeetings of the series. Attendance stra and his wife, Maude, dated
at all sessioas is not required and June 27, 1933.
no fee is charged. It is hoped to
The plaintiffs,the two youngreach as many
possible est ohildren of the couple, alleged
through this series.
there had been an agreement

Divorce Decree Granted
Grand Haven (Special)
A
divorce decree was granted in
Ottawa Circuit court Monday
to Herman Kolbert, 70, from

Company Handles

breaking a car window, was assessed fine and costs of $60 by
Judge Corneliusvander Meulen.
A jail sentence of 10 days was
suspended on condition the man
displays no more violence.
Glendon Larsen, of 581' State
St., was found guilty at a hearing before Judge vander Meulen
yesterday on a charge of passing
on the right, and was assessed
$10 Fine and 4.70 costs. Complaint
was signed by Viola Borgman,
Gordon St., who said the alleged
offense occurred Feb. 15 on River

groups of 10 according to the age
which they were interested. Five groups of parents of
teen-agers met in the gymnasium
while parents of younger children
met in similar groups in other
rooms.

Each group was asked to

Gathers Material Here

destruction of propertyinvolving

level in

the behavior they considered most
common for the particular age
level, things they considered problems at that age and suggestions
for discussion topics for future
meetings. Material collected from
these lists will be used by Mrs.
Weaver and the phnning committee to determinesubjects for discussion through’jut toe series.
At the remaining meetings, parents of all levels will meet together in the gymnasium. Next Mon-

Suspended

Sentence Given

the
held

Child Guidance aeries was
Monday evening in the Longfellow
school gymnasium.
Mrs. Mary Weaver, consultant
from the state department of
mental health, Introduced to the
large group plans for discussion
during the evening.
Parents were divided into

1957

.

.

.
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Song sheets FREE with eaeh
order of Wedding Stationery.

Special

PRINTING

Printing

iw>

and

Commercial

knee space; provision for fluorescent
lighting under all well cabinet unHa.
oumMif Draft nmmr cm wart; tovM*
deadened doors! There are 5 Murray
cabinet sinks: the big 65*. the

dehne

and standard 54* models, the compact
42* (left- or right-hand aiak)-lustroui

Printing
Ut

si do oil your printing! Quality prassvork, dfptndablt

service, prompt delivery « . • garigfoctioa guaranteed!

porcelain-on-etoaL

HOUAND
PlimbiRg A Heating

STEKETEE

-

VAN HUIS

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE
Michigan and 29th Street

Phone 2002 — day or

night-

9 East lOtfc Street
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Listed in Biulding

For Maroon Outfit

Permits Last

Holland Christian’sbasketball
quintet hit the end of the toumament road Saturdaynight at Kalamazoo, bowing to a surprising
Niles outfit,54-36 to the finals
of the ergional cage tourney. It

Week

By Grant Conrt

Eleven applicationsfor building

Grand Haven (Special)— CharDuBois, 45, of 64 West
Ninth St., Holland was severely
reprimanded by Circuit Judge
Raymond L Smith when he was
brought into Circuit Court Monday afternoon on a bench warrant
les J.

were filed last week with Building Inspector Joseph Shashaguay
and City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed for a total of $53,750.
• Permits follow:

Niles' fourth straight victory

play.*

Ob Probation

permits including four new houses

of the regional cage tourney. It
them for play in the state quarter-finals Wednesday.
Coach Art Tula’ Maroons had
one of those nights which a team
cannot afford to have in tourna-

ment

DnBois Put Back
mm'

Proves Expensive

was

Couple Wed at Parsonage

Four New Houses

Mrs, .Alice Gaylord,176 Eas

charging him with violationof his

18th .St., repair fire damage, $2,-

probation.
After the reprimand,the judge
continued DuBois’ probation with
one exception— that he list all his
creditors for the probation officer
with a view of working out something for payment of his obliga-

000; Francis W. Forrester, contractor.

The Dutchmen just

IsraelsMason Co., 52 West 29th
St, new house, 26 by 30 feet, of
frame construction with asphalt

couldn't do anything right Shooting was far off form as was general all around play. Meanwhile
the hepped Niles aggregation was
having one of its best nights of
the season, according to Coach
Bob Theus of the Vikings.

*

roof, $7,000; self, contractor.

Ed

Vroski, 303

West 24th St

DuBois was placed on probation
Oct. 8, 1951, for three years on
condition he pay $100 costa in 90
days, $5 s month oversight fees,

new house and garage, brick construction; house, $14,000; garage
$1,000; Essenburg Building and

Strangelyenough the two departmentsin which the Dutch had
excelled in all year, rebounding
and defense, cost them victory
Saturday. Timing was completely

abstain from the use of intoxicating liquors and make restitution

Lumber Co., contractors.
Meyer Music House, 17 West

of amounts of checks he had

Eighth St, studio in store, $350;
Rhine Vander Meulen, contractor
Fred Meyer, 608 Lawndale
court, new ceiling in basement,
$100; Rhine Vander Meulen, con-

off on the boards with the defense

loose and ineffective on too many
occasions to suit Tuls. It was obvious from the start that the Hollanders weren’t playing the game
that they did against Three Rivers Thursday night. The Maroon
mentor definitelyblamed the fast
play against the Wildcats, with
just one night’s, rest as one of
the factors in the Dutch defeat.

passed without funds.
The probationofficer told the

judge DuBois had not paid

his

costs, had not reported regularly,
had not abstained from using intoxicants and had paid nothing on

tractor.

Mrs. Green, 331 West 14th St.,
change interior stairway,$150;

restitution.

Mr .ond Mrs. Wallace Nyland
Rhine Vander Meulen, contractor.
(Herfst photo)
Padnoe Iron and Metal Co., 120
River Ave., build scale, $1,200; The wedding of Miss Jacquelyn Ninth St., and the groom is the
Martin Dyke and son, contractors. Marla Sytsma and Wallace Ny- son of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis NyRobert Bresnahan. 172 West land was performed Friday, Feb. land, 147 East 18th St.
Miss Margaret Babcock, niece
21st St., remodel front and side 22. at the parsonageof First Reof the bride, and Eugene Nyland,
porch, tear off old porch and reformed church. The Rev. Bastian brother of the groom, attended
build, $350; Al Hoving, oontracKruithof
read the rites.
the couple.
r.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mr*. Nyland are now
Five Star Lumber Co., 143 West
Mrs. Margaret Sytsma, 22 East at home at 1471 East 18th St.
31st St., new house, 36 by 26 feet,

DuBois was originallycharged
with issuing, three checks without
funds last July totaling $55 with
Intent to defraud Gerald Schurman of Holland.
Mrs. Ethel M., Flower, 48, formerly of Kalamazoo, who previously
pleaded guilty to a charge of issuing a check without sufficient
funds, was placed on probation
Monday for three years. Conditions are that she leave intoxicants alone, find gainful employ-

Niles played a smart, wellcoached ball game. The Vikings
were content to play set-up ball
Among Parke, Davis A Co. executives present at
Standing left to right are K. D. McGregor, secremost of the game, but used the
a luncheon In the Warm Friend Tavern at noon
tary and general attorney;D. E. Mltchelson,
fast break just often enough to
Friday were these five men. Seated are Donald J.
treasurer,and H. W. H. Burrows, vice president
keep the Dutch guessing. With the
Vink, (left) superintendent of the new Holland
and controller.
local defense slow in getting set
plant, and H. C. Fritsch, executive vice president.
(Penna Sas photo)
up, the Vikings got several fast
break baskets— something which
frame construction with asphalt
a much faster Three Rivers club
roof, $8,500; self, contractor.
ment and keep employed, and
couldn’t do against the locals.
Henry Israels, 30 East Sixth
make full restitutionin an
The Vikings had no outstanding
St., repair rear porch, $200; self,
amount which the court underball players, with team play and
contractor.
stands to be approximately$510,
balanced scoring turning the
Fourth Reformed church, build
supply the probation officerwith
trick. Although not exceptionally
house at 355 Washington Blvd., 38
a list of outstanding checks, pay
tall, tiie Vikings had plenty of
by 25 feet, brick construction,
$50 costs within 60 days, and $3
weight and used it to good adSeveral Holland vocal groups
$18,000; garage 22 by 22 feet
a month oversight fees. She may
vantage on toe backboards.
and soloists were judged eligible
Holland’s newest industry
$900; self, contractor.
director of industrialengineering;
not leave the state without per- f
John
Nysson
to
C.
Gordon
kegon,
who
is
a
member
of
the
Had toe locals been able to hit Parke, Davie & company’s plant
for the state festival Saturday
E. W. Waike, director of United Schamper and wf. Lots 24, 25
mission of the court. Her specific
from outcourt, toe ball game to manufacture Chloromycetin
when they participatedIn the dis- Macatawa Bay Yacht club.
States and Canadian production;
charge was a $210 check with incould have had a differentcom- wag unveiled Friday -for the first
trict No. 7 vocal music festival at
It is on display at the Hedens tent to defraud the Warm Friend
F. E. Willson, associate director Essenburg’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
plexion. Niles on most occasions
South high school in Grand RapEdward Schrotenboerand wf.
officialinspection by Holland of control; Thoburn Wiant, public
koog plant, 3047 Henry St., Mus Tavern, Holland.
played the Maroons loosely, allowids. About 210 Holland high and
township,Holland city, business relationscounsel.
to Robert Gene Meeuwsen and wf.
ing them to rotate in the back- and industrialleaders,newspaperJunior high students and several kegon and ready for study by ex
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
The Detroit delegationplus nine Pt. SWi
6-5-14 Twp.
court. If Maroon shooters Tony
Christian school pianists enters perts.
Miss
Ruth
Brondyk
will
be
dirmen and others.
newspapermen came from Detroit
It has been demonstrated that
Diekema and Dave Schreur could
the district event.
Zeeland.
ector
of
a
concert
to
be
presented
Superintendent Donald Vink, in a special coach, arriving at
have worried the Vikings with a
A new experiment in rating was the machine sets pins accurately,
(Frota Saturday's Sentinel)
aaid however,,“We regret that Grand Rapids depot shortly after
James D. Palmer and wf. to at North Street Christian Re*couple of long shots, it might have
clears away “dead wood,” returns
Mrs. C. C. Corkill of Douglas
we cannot admit children under 11 am. There they boarded a spec- Emil H. Klumpel and wf. Lots 8, formed church on Wednesday eve- used at Saturday's festival
paved toe way for a more effectning, by the band of Zeeland which all groups and soloists were the ball promptly, ejects broken
15 years of age.”
ial bus for Holland.
ive Dutch offense. As it was toe
9 Dykhouse Add. City of Grand Christian school. Special numbers given oral and written comments or chipped pins, replaces broken was the guest speaker at toe
Friday’s official opening events
Home club, Friday afternoonat
only Dutch basket from any dispins, and even allows time for
Haven.
will be -presented by the North and were given a "yes” or “no
began at noon with a luncheon
the home of Mrs. Alice Wolbrink.
tance at all came from Karl EsHarry Martynick and wf. to St. quartet and band meihbers. vote as to eligibility to enter the the wobbling pin to fall before She reviewed the book “The Way
at the Warm Friend Tavern,
senburg, a reserve guard, late in
state festival. The state solo and the machine clears the alley..
John L. De Young and wf. Lot 54 Everyone is invited to attend.
sponsored by Holland township.
to Security.” followed by a social
toe
,
Mr. and Mrs. Boersma and eons ensemble event will be held in
For 40 years, Hedenskoog has
More
than
45
Parke,
Davis
ofSheldon
Heights
Add.
City
of
time and luncheon. Hie next
The Hollanders held the upper
Church St. and Mr. and Mrs. Ann Arbor on April 19. The state been perfecting bowling machinGrand Haven.
meeting will be held in the church
hand most of toe first period, ficials from the home offices in
choir and glee club festival
Walter
Boersma,
West
Main
Ave.,
ery.
His
patents
and
machines
George J. Fabling Jr. and wf.
mainly on toe basis of Dave Detroit attended the luncheon
Toils of
have returned from a three weeks’ scheduled at Ann Arbor May 10 have been widely used by Bruns- social rooms with Mrs. William
to Maurice Peters and wf. S4 NWi
Schreur’s left hand hookers from along with local business and inHolland groups rated eligible wjck-Balke-Cbllender company of Broadway hostess on Friday afvacationtrip to California.
34-9-13 Twp. Chester.
under toe hoop. After toe lead dustrial leaders.
ternoon, March 21. Wayne Woodfor the state festival are the acap- Muskegon.
On
Friday
afternoon,
March
28
Homer C. Fritsch, executive Gerrit Zuverink, 40, of 178 East Robert J. Severance and wf. to
changed hands twice, toe locals
by, Superintendentof Fennvills
pella
choir,
boys
glee
club,
junat 2 pm all women are invited
Bill the automatic pinsetterhas
took a JH> margin at the first vice president of the firm, said, Seventh St., who is currently Robert A. Fuller and wf. Pt. Ix>t to attend the annual Prayer and ior high boys double quartet and
schools will be the guest speakbeen
his
dream
through
the
years
"When full output is reached, the serving a 10-day jail sentence on 5 Second Sub. Spring Lake. Beach.
quarter horn.
er.
unior high girls ensemble.
Praise service of the Leprosy misand he believes “this is it.”
Albert Drost and wf. to Ben
Then came the storm which was Holland plant win be the world’s
Christian school pupils named
Ganges Garden group will meet
sion
to
be
held
at
the
Zeeland
week-ends
during
March
as
part
The
only
time
the
machine
didVelthouse and wf. Lot 4 Stewart’s
to knock Christian from further largest source of the life-saving
eligible for the state contest are
hi
Grange hall next Friday even- f
First
Reformed
church.
Bishop
H.
n’t work in trial runs was in one
tournamentplay. Hitting from all antibiotic,Chloromycetin. Parke, of the dispositionof a drunk driv- Add. City of Holland.
C. Northcott will be the speaker. Norma Palmbos, Barbara Loken- of those 100 to 1 cases in bowl- ing March 21. and will have as
Davis
believes
this
event
marks
angles, toe scrappy Vikings outOtto Wanagas and wf. to Mel- The children’s meeting will be burg and Jane De Weerd, piano
ing charge Feb. 24, was picked
ing. It happened when the action their guest the women of the
scored the locals 204 in toe sec the beginning of a long and happy up by city police at 11 p.m. Friday vin Allen and wf. Lot 47 Little
held on Sunday, March 30, at 2:30 soloists, and Patricia and Shirley of a ball drove the pin from its Home club and Jill club. Mr.
association
with
the
people
of
this
ond quarter to take a 26-15 marand was charged with being Farms Plat Twp. Wright
pm. at Hope Memorial chapel, Nonhof, piano duet.
spot. In such cases, the machine Strover of Ganges will be the
area.”
gin at halftime.
Charles Widing and wf. to Mil- HoUand.
drunk and disorderly.
The Christian high school choir
is so built _that the pin Is left guest entertainer and will show
First steps in the complicated
'i Christian narrowed the count to
dred
Farley
Pt.
Lots
24,
27,
22,
23
Arraigned before Municipal
A meeting of the Second Re- did not take part in the festiva where it is pushed, but the "dead pictures on conservation.
process
of
making
the
drug
synseven points in the third quartJudge Corneliusvander Meulen Grand View Add. City of Grand formed church Ladies Aid soci- but will have private adjudication
wood” would have to be pushed Mrs. Gertrude WaHcer who has
er but couldn’t get up enough thetically already are underway, Saturday, he pleaded not Haven.
ety was held in the church par- at the school to determine eligi- off the alley by hand.
been on a South American tour
steam to close the gap against but Fritsch said eight weeks guilty and demanded trial by
Harry Ordway to Robert L. lors on Thursday afternoon,March bility for the state event
Hedenskooghas made no an- for three months has returned ta
a Niles club which wouldn’t be would be required before the finTysman
Lot
18
Blk
B
Edward
C.
Of
the
20
public
school
soloists
jury which was set March 24 at
13, in charge of vice president,
nouncement as to plans for pro- her home in Ganges.
beat Finally at toe end of the ished products are ready for dis3:30 pm. Zuverink had reported Smith’s Add. City of Grand Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven. Mrs. David who performed Saturday, the folMrs. Robert Cunningham whs
duction and marketing of the
period, toe Maroons still trailed tribution to hospitals and pharHaven.
lowing
were
given
“yes”
votes
De Bruyn conducted the devoto police headquartersearlier
macies.
has been in Douglas hospital for
39-24.
machine.
for
the
state
festival:
Alma
Theodore
C.
Passmore
and
wf.
tional service on the topic ‘The
Both coaches substituted freely The Holland township board Friday evening for his week-end to George E. McDonald and wf.
The above data on Hedenskoog a week following surgery has re^*
Significance of the Cross.” Miss Straatsma, Norma Nynas, Amy
in the final period with toe Dutch said in a statement, “We welcome in jail, but was granted permis- Pt. W frl 4 NWJ and pt. NWi
was sent to The Sentinel by Phil- turned home.
Boyle,
Delores
Vanden
Berg,
Sally
Evelyn De Pree presented a paper
reserves showing up well The you as a part of our community. sion to go to a drug store for NEi 7-9-13 Twp. Chester.
Several boy scouts from Ganges
lips Brooks from Florida.He clipon "The Reformed Church Em- Damson, Kay. Larsen, Richard
clubs played on even terms with The happinessand well-being of some powder for a boil. Instead
Ray
Swartz
and
wf. to George blem.” The emblem, she said, Zeidler, John Angus, Mary Lou ped the story out of the Muske- joined a group of boy scouts and
each getting 15 points.
the people employed by you and he went to a tavern.
their leaders in Fennville SaturS. Ver Duin and wf. Pt. N4 NEi dates back to 1556 and is built Van Dyke, Don Van Gelderen, gon Chronicle.
Zuverink was also assessed fine
The Hollandershit on 12 out served by us is our mutual conday. They went to Grand Rapids f
Glennyce Kleis, Clyde Nieboer,
20-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
upon
the
seal
or
shield
of
Prince
of 23 foul tries with Niles hitting cern. May the fine relatiomhip and costs of $107.70 on the drunk
Here’s another cat story, and for a swim at toe Y.M.C.A.
Bakale and Kossuth Constric- William of Orange, the leader of Sammie Jane Pas, Margie Zickler
on 12 out of 25. Jim Kok led the between your company and the driving count last Feb. 24. He was
this time it’s one of the Bell teleMrs. Ruby Hansen and Mrs.
tion Co. to Dudley W. Lloyd and the Reformationin the Nether- and Coralee Kaepemik.
locals with 10 points, followed by township continue as it has so given 30 days to raise the amount
Two other soloists, Norma Nel- phone boys who Is the hero.
Arnold Green were Grand Rapids
wf. Pt. Lots 44, 45 East Highland lands. The motto at the top of
Ear! Schipperwith seven. Tom splendidly started.”
and has not paid to date.
“Boots,” the gray tiger kitten visitorsSaturday.
Sub. No. 1 City of Grand the seal is Latin and means, son and Martin Hardenberg,were
Crocker paced the Niles club with
Mayor Harry Harringtonsaid,
Two others appeared before Park
not able to sing Saturdaybecause which was the latest of five cats
A son named Orrin Lawrence,
Haven.
"Without
the
Lord
All
Is
Vain.”
13, followed closely by Fred Krieg- This community is highly honor- Judge vander Meulen this mornThe motto on the lower ribbon is of illness. They will be given pri- to be adopted by the three chil- was born to Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
er with 11.
ed and thrilled by the official ing on drunk and disorderly Clarissa Wolters Bradford to
Dutch meaning “Union Makes vate adjudicationin the near fut- dren of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold De Ensfield,Jr., in the South Haven
So Christianclosed another cage opening of the new Parke, Davis charges. Both Philip Schanlon, John Franzburg Lot 29 Woodlawn
ure.
Strength."
Feyter, route 4, found her way to hospital Saturday morning.
Acres
Twp.
Holland.
season with 12 wins and nine de- & Co. plant here. ..We predict 45, of 2054 Pine Ave., and his
Judges for the district event the top of a power pole and there
Prince
of
Orange,
she
continMrs. Howard Margot was called
John
L. Handlogten and wf. to
feats. Playing their last game for
most succesful future as we wife, Ruth, pleaded innocent and
were Dr. William R. Sur of toe she perched and wouldn’t come to Cardlngton. Ohio last week hy
ued,
was
born
a
German
LutherDonald
Porker
and
wf.
Pt.
Wl
toe Dutch were Tony Diekema, advance together."
trial was set March 24 at 2 p.m. SWi 6-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
an, brought up a Roman Catholic music education department,of down. Coaxing and shaking the the death of her grandmother,
Jim Kok and Jack Borr.
Lt. Gov. William C. VandenThe
couple was arrested by
Eugene F. Pofahl and wf. to in Spain and France and became Michigan State college, John Mer- pole brought no results.Even Mrs. H. F. Caris.
Christian (36)
berg of Holland, who had a direct city police Friday night in the
rill of Ann Arbor and Walter darkness brought no downward
John
R. Bos and wf. Pt. SWi NWi a Calvinist.He worked to secure
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hohy and
FG FT PF TP hand in the establishment of the
parking
lot behind police head- SWi 33-8-16 Twrp. Grand Haven. fuU religiousliberty not only to Bloch of Flint Junior college.
action.
family of Benton Harbor were
Schipper,f _______ 2 3 2 7 plant here said, “When early in
quarters. Mrs. Schanlon spent the
Finally, Mrs. De Feyter called visitorsin the home of Mr. and
John Arendshorst and wf. to the Protestants of the NetherDiekema, f ------- 1
1
2
3 1950, Parke, Davis & Co. decided
the telephone company, and gen- Mrs. Rasty Warner
Kok, c ................. 4 2 3 10 to expand its operations in Michi- night in jail but her husband HoUand City Ldge No. 192 Inde- lands, but also to the Catholic*
<
ial Herman De Vries, a linesman,
Van Dyke, g _______ 0 2 4 2 gan and selected Holland for a was allowed to go home to care pendent Order of Odd Fellows Pt. of what is now Belgium. She exThe Baptist mission circle will
plained that the Reformed church
came to the kitten’s rescue Mon- meet with Mrs. Kirby Gooding.
Schreur, g
.... 2
2
4
6 part of the program,that decision for an eight-month-old baby Lot 2 Blk 34 City of Holland.
day afternoon. Because the pussy Next Thursday p.m., March 20.
Borr, f ______________0 0 0 0 was another milestone in the de- which the couple had left unatHenry P. Stegeman and wf. to owes its freedom and its very exSharda, g . ..... ... 0
cat had chosen a Consumers Lesson topic is “There are
2
1
2 velopment of our state. Michigan tended at home.
Jonathan M. Stegeman and wf. Pt. istence to him. After the program
Power pole, additionaldifficulties churches For Our Country’*
Scholten, c
.. 2
0
2
4 and Holland are to be congratuNEi NWi 21-6-13 Twp. George- lunch was served by hostesses
Mr*. Gerrit Van Dyke and Mrs.
town.
developed.Herm didn’t know Need.” with Mrs Myrtle Reimink
Vander Leek, g ____ 0 0 1 0 lated for this splendid industrial
\
Camp Fire Board Meets
Volkema, f __________0 0 0 0 addition. .The history of Parke,
which lines were, “hot” so finally as leader.
Julia C. Reimold to Orlando S. Clayton Van Dyke. .Group meetEssenburg,g _____ 1 0 1 2 Davis & company is an inspira- At Home of Mrs. Kobes
he got a fish net, and snared the
Reimold Sr. NEi 34-5-15 Two ings were held during the social
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mulac and
Nykamp, f -------- 0 0 0 0 tion to all who believe in our
Holland.
hungry kitten in it. The opera- family of Bangor, visitedSunday
At the last regular meeting of'
Board members of the Holland Wilbert Van Appledom et al to
tion took 45 minutes.
system of free enterpriseand prowith friends in Ganges.
Camp Fire Council met Monday Raymond L. Heavener and wf. Pt. the Zeeland Lions club held on
Totals _____________ 12 12 20 36
“Boots" had been up the pole
Mrs. Katherine White of ChiMonday
evening,
Jirius
Awais,
Nile* (54)
31 hours.
Nearly two years have elapsed afternoonat the home of Mrs. SEi SWi 33-5-15 Twp. Holland.
cago visitedMrs. R. Warner fast
freshman
at
Hope
college,interTulip Timp official* have reCrocker, f _ _________6 1 2 13 since Parke, Davis bought the John Kobes, West 20th St., to
Now she’s back in the bosom
Arthur Post to Amos Nordman
Krieger,f _________ 3 5 4 11 buildings on the north side of discuss several items of business. and wf. Lots 76, 77, 78, 106, 107 estingly told about Tram-Jordan, ceived a letter from a florist in of the De Feyter family, a house- week.
his
native
land.
He
also
discussed
New Orleans, La., confirming hold which has two dogs, five Edward Kuban has returned }
Miller, g ............... 4
3
1
Precedingthe meeting, dessert and 108 Little Farms Plat No. 1
9 Lake Macatawa. The structures
home from Lyons, HI., where he
other Arab countries in the Middle that a gift bouquet of tulips was
Neealey, g - ------ -- 4
4
1
9
was
served
by
Mrs.
Kobes
and
Twp. Wright.
cats and one monkey— the latter
were made over almost completespent three weeks with his duaghEast. Awais is taking a pre-medi- delivered to the queen of Mardi
Adler, c
... 2 2
4
6
co-hostessses Mrs. Raymond L.
acauired last October.
Arthur Post to Amos Nordman
ly under direction of Fritsch and
ter and family.
Winger, f ---------- 0 1 2 1 Thomas C Anderson, director of Smith and Mrs. Peter Kromann. and wf. Lot 45 Little Farms Plat cal course at Hope and hopes to Gras soon after her coronation at
“The children are always bring
Harry
of Detroit
return to his country as a doctor the height of the pre-Lentenfete.
Davis, g _____________ _ 0 1 1 1
Reports were given by the sec- Twp. Wright.
ing all kinds of cats home. Their visited his brother, William Dorproduction and engineering.
of medicine. He said that the atConrad, g ___________1 0 0 2
Here’s the letter:
Among
company executives retary, treasurer and standing James Vos to Mcnno J. Vander titude of Arab counties has beexcuse is they always want to
nan. Inst week.
Petruska, g ___________ 1
2
0
1
“In answer to' your letter of
Kooi and wf. Pt. SWi NWi NWi
here from Detroit for Fridays committee chairmen.
come antagonistic to the U. S. March 10 regarding order sent to fatten them up. Once they’re fed
Dingel, f ----------- 0
Mrs. A. Gannon of Chicago
0
0
0
In her regular report, Mrs. Alofficial opening were T. C. Anderup,
they
always
stay,” Mrs. De
20-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
governmentbecause the Arabs the Queen of the Carnival, in care
spent last week with her faster,
bert Timmer, executive director,
Fevter
said.
son. director . of production and
George W. Van Til and wf. to
Totals .... ........21 12 21 54
Mrs. Mayme Bell.
told of the sucessful Birthday Donald Mokma and wf. Lot 292 are not supported in Palestine. of the Boston club on Carnival
engineering; J. T. Batson, director
What's this “luck of the Irish”
The Arabs, he said, resent the day.
The Methodist Youth fellowWeek
parties. She also announced,
of purchases; H. W. H. Burblarney
on
St
Patrick’s
Day?
Diekema’g Homestead Add. Twp. governing, of the British and
that local Camp Fire membership Holland.
ship
met with the Kalamazoo
"We
sent
a
beautiful
bouquet
rows, vice president and controlDonald Leeuw drew one of those
HoDmd Archers Hold
French resulting in trouble.
gone over the 1,000 mark for
of tulips as the order had speci- once in a lifetime” cribbage young people Sunday evening at
ler; W. P. Cusick, director has
District Governor Russell War- fied. They went to Miss Eugene
the first time.
Refalar Weekly Shoot
toe First Methodist church.
of control; H. K. Daniels, directner was a special guest at the Jones— Queen of Rex— Boston hands Monday. He held a jack of
Mrs.
Peter
Kromann
read
a
Clarion
Class
Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Babbitt
or of personnelrelations;H. B.
spades
and
three fives. Then toe
meeting and he awarded a chev- club, lye have a signed receipt
Holland Archers held their
fourth five was turned «p. It was visited her father at Blackwell,
Duncan, manager of Detroit letter from the national organi- Held in Darfee Hall
ron to John H. Kole for 25. years by Elmer Henry at the club and
weekly shoot last week with Marv
zation suggesting possibUityof
Mo., last week.
the' five of spades.
branch sales; H. C. Fritsch, exas a Lions club member. J. HolleWabeke posting the high score for ecutive vice president.
uniforms for leaders. The local
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sisson
And of all things, Leeuw was
Clarion
class dinner of First man, C. Karsten, L. Meengs, Dr. we just talked to the manager
the evening with 774. Others
board decided in favor of a naDr. Oliver Kamm, research conReformed
church
was
held Satur- R. Nykamp and A. Wiersma were and he assured us Mis* Jones re- playing against Frank Duffy, Jr. entertaineda group of friends
scoring 700 or better were John
tional uniform, which would be
ceived the flowers.
Witnesses to the perfect hand at their home on Wednesday evesultant; K. D. McGregor, secreLam and Don Caauwe with 732 tary and general attorney; Dr. H. optional for the individualleader. day evening in the Juliana room honored for 10 years of club mem‘‘Miss Jones home address is 11 were Fcank Lievense, Jr., “Ribs” ning. Hie occasion honored Mr,
Of Durfee haU with 70 in attend- bership. Lion Paul Ter Avest inThis decision and suggestions as ance.” x
and 712 respectively.
Nassau Dr., Metairie,Ls.”
Williams and Gite Glatz.
M. Merker; director of inventory
Sisson's birthday.
troduced the speaker. Lion Paul
to types and style will be made
Other scores:
Bus riders yesterday took a
control; E. E. Middleton, assistant
Dr.
Bastian
Kruithof
gave
the
Van . Eenenaam announced that
. John Mulder 690, Shorty Geer- purchasingagent; N. H. Meyer, by Holland and other boards at
Rep. and Mrs. Gerald R. Ford quick double take at driver Al *„,»«. I
invocation and Bill Bennett was the annual banquet, honoring high
the national conference.
lings 662, Harvey Clements 658,
Licenses
have named their second son, John Brinkman’s' solute to St
manager of market research; D.
school
athletes
will
be
held
at
the
toastmaster.
Dr.
Eugene
OsterFinal plans were made for 21
Webr Dalman 654, Wayne Harring E. Mitchelson, treasurer; W. R.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Gardner. The second son was born
City
HaU
March
24.
ton 646, Deane Mulder 632, Gene Richardson, director of engineer- Horizon girl* and three adults to haven spoke on “When It’s Great
Sunday, just two days before their
Tied bra neat bow under
Ottawa County
HkJdinga 609, Nick Havinga 589, ing and overseas liaisoh; Dr. go to Chicago for the April 5 re- to be Alive.” Musical selections
Harold De Can, 18, and Jo Ann
other Son. Mike, observes his sec- chin were three bright, crisp,
The
United
States
Geological
Kilbry, 19, both of Nunica.
Red HJddinga 588, A1‘ Hamelink George Rieveechl.director pt gional conference. The group will were presented by a quartet con- Survey estimates that the unde- ond birthday;
green one dollar bills.
leave here April 4 and return sistingof Don Van Lente, Geriy
566, Earl Welling 563, Sara Brow- chemical
It
seems
that
Al
had
been
reand biochemical re- April
Van Lente, Mrs. John Vereeke veloped coal lands of N®* Mexico A man who is well known to ceiving a little chastisement from
er 560, Paul Barkel 554, Marion search.
contain 192,000,000,000 tons.
a fad among those with stacks of
ahd
Mis* Adeline Syhesma. Group
Lemaon 522, Hank Lemson 479.
Holland residents—especiallydur- his passengersfor not wearing dollar bills.
R. G. Sickete, director of adsinging was led by Mr. and Mrs.
There are 140 species of trees ing the resort season— has invent- any green.
With the value of toe dollar
George Swierenge.
Scarlet and gold are Che official
growing in the Great Smoky ed a fully automatic pinsetter and
Having nothing green handy ex- what it fa today, it might even ba
Decorations
were
carried
out
in
colon of the U. 8. Marine Corps.
Mountains,more than are found ball return machine.
cept piles of dollar bills, Al used cheaper than buying a ready made
St. Patrick's Day motif,
in all ol Europe.
He is Ernest Hedenakoog,Mus- too dollars. This could well start tie.
»
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Maroons Control
Play During

NEWS,

Game

through under heavy fire Thursday night at Kalamazqo to stop
a classy Three Rivers quintet,
41-39, thus gaining the right to
meet Niles Saturdaynight in the

his

charges to use an all court press.
Although the press did speed up
the Dutch play somewhat, it hurt
the Three Rivers cause more than
it did the Holland club’s. The
tight defense took its toll in the
final period when two Wildcat
players, Ramon Lasco and George
Carter, were forced to leave the
contest on five personals. A total
of 21 fouls were called against
the pressing Wildcats compared
with 13 against the Dutch. The
bad part of it was that the Maroons could only hit on seven out
of 21 tries. The losers hit nine of
13 attempts.
Once again it was the great
rebounding of Jim Kok and Earl

Eastern

James W. Scott of Cooporavllle (Mated), chairman of tha Ottawa county Rapubllcan committee,
discueeec party pollcloa with a group of Rapubllcan leaders at tha county Rapubllcan convantlon
In Grand Haven Tuesday night Standing, left to
right are George Van Koevaring, adltor of tha

Ottawa, Allegan
Elect

Zaaland Record who delivered tha kaynoto addreM; W. 8. Shears, editor of tho Cooperevllle
Observer who presented resolutions;Fred Den
Herder of Grand Haven, who served as convantlon
dark, and Franklin W. Wallin of Georgetown
township, temporarychairman. (Sentinelphoto)

GOPs

State Delegates

Local Navy Officer

Wins Flying Cross

H

mm

He

2 4
1 2

117

F. Topp of Holland, Bernard and Ivan Smith of Wayland, AnKammeraad, W. Thomas New- drew Jager of Dorr, James Boyce

man, James Van Zylen and Fred- of Laketown, Albert Lindsey of
Otsego, Mrs. William Watkins of
erick T. Miles of Grand Haven,
Hopkins
and Dick Hoffman of
Yvonne De Jonge of Zeeland. Oth-

Lasco, f

5

................
..

.............

3

7
12

4

Crego g

Troth Revealed

0

..

1

Roberts, c

1

....................

0

Man Held in Grand Haven
On False Pretense Count
Grand Haven (Special)— L«e B.
Jenne, 49, Hersey, Mich., was ar-

ranged before Justice George
Hoffer Friday on a charge of obtaining money under false pretense.
waived examination
and, unable to furnish $1,000
bond, was committed to the county jail for appearancein Circuit
Court April 1.
Jenne was arrested by city police on complaintof Mrs. Jesene
"Kooiman of Grand Haven, who
alleges she gave him $500 with
which to purchase some stock, for
a quick turn-over, which would
- Miss Arlene Marmee
Mr. and Mrs. George Mannes
make her a profit She claims she
never got the stock or the $500. of 312 Douglas Ave. announce
Officerssaid Jenne also is want- the engagement of their daughed in Grand Rapids on two simi- ter, Arlene, to’Qmer De FreB,
lar charges, one in Muskegon for son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob De
|17$ and one in Durand for $400. lYell, route 5, Holland.
'

Engagement Told

Home

(Special)— Mrs.

Hilda Urbom, 83, of 12933 Taft Rd,
in Crockery township, died Sunday morning in Eva’s Convalescent home at Muskegon after a
four-month illness. She was the
widow of Otto Urbom who died
in 1948.

Offices:
*0 W. 8th. Holland
(Across from Centre Theatre)

228 Washington — Grand Haven
Adv.

SCOTCH PINES

_

Seedlings from selected seeds,
$10.00 per thousand

vacuum cleaner, toaster and oth-

VAN’S PINES

ers.

Route 1, West Olive, Michigan
_
Adv.

Mrs. Dissel is the former Jean
Force, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jay Force of Freemont. She is a
graduate of Saugatuck high achool
and a Chicago beauty culture
school. The Diesels have Bved in
Saugatuck the last three years.

Bridal Showers Given
For Miss Harriet Peters
Overisel (Special)—Mist Har-

Trinity Men

Have

of honor at a

miscellaneous

shower given Thursday evening
by her Sunday school dass. The
party was given at the home of

The Young Men’s Bible Class of
Trinity Reformed church held its

Joyce and Qarine Gunneman.
Gifts were presented and games
were played. A pottuck lunch was

Coach Franklin C. (Gappy) Cappos

annual banquet Monday night in
the new parish house with more
than 100 members and wives ffreconsisted of a
panel discussion with written
questions furnished by the aud-

served buffet style from a decor-

Cappy Cappon

to

Be Main Speaker

ated table.

Attending were the Mimes
Dorothy Immlnk. Frieda Folkert,
Eleanor Albers and the Mesdames
At lions
ience.
Burton Peters. Harvey Lubbers,
Franklin C. (Cappy) Cappon and members of the district Junior Hoffman, Merle Slotman,
Serving on the panel were Dr.
Lester Kuyper, Gerrit Wiegerink, will be the main speaker at the champion Holland Christian high Ray Slotman, Paul Slotman, Carl
Roger Dalman and Wilbur Rig- annual Holland Lions club bas- school team.
Immlnk, Lester Kleinheksel,
Cappon, former local man, at Wayne Folkert, Don Ter Avest,
nalda. Daniel Vander Wert, Jr.,
ketballdinner to be held on April
present is head basketball coach
class president, was moderator
Harverd Hoekje and James Koopa
at Princeton university.HU team
and presided at the banquet.
man. Mrs. Koopman is the class
Club
officers
received
confirmawon the Ivy league championship teacher.
Group singing was led by Wiegtion
from
Cappon
Monday
in
re- during the 1951-52 season.
erink accompaniedby Garry VanAnother miscellaneousshower
den Berg. The Invocation was sponse to an invitationto appear In addition,Cappon is assUtant wu given for Mis* Peters on Feb."
given by Bert Wierenga, class at the dinner. “Accept with plea- to Charley Caldwell, Princeton’s
sure," Cappon wired to the Hol- head footballcoach. Princeton’s 28 at the home of Mrs. Homer
teacher.
land Lions club.
grid forces recently completed Bolka In Hamilton. Gifts were
The committee in charge of arpresented and duplicate prises
The
basketball dinner will be two undefeated seasons.
rangementswere Mr. and Mrs.
were awarded for games. Refreshheld at Durfee hall on the Hope
Cappon
played
both
football
Wallace Nies, chairmen,Mr. and
college campus. Honored guests and basketball at Holland high ments were served by Mrs. Erwin
Mis. Raymond Brondyke,Mr. and
will include members of the Hope school, and followed hU starring Koops, Mrs. Lester KUnhekset,
Mrs. John Tubergen, Mr. and Mrs.
college MIAA championship team, years here with varsity competi- Mias Lorraine Bolka and Mrs.
Benjamin Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
members of the regional diamp. tion at the University of Michi- Bolks. Twenty guests were inBert Arendsen, Mr. and Mrs. A1
Bruursma, Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Van Huis and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wieghmink.
Officers of the class besides
Vander Werf are Beryl Hoffman,
vice president;Gordon Tenckinck,
secretary;Cornelius Brewer, assistant secretary;Frank Meyer,
treasurer; Edward Boerigter, assistant treasurer; Tony Dannenberg, librarian,and Harold Brondyke, assistantlibrarian.

VFW

Auxiliary

Makes

Several Fond Donations
Members of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars Auxiliary voted to
make several worthy donations
at their regular meeting Thursday
night at the VFW club house.
During the business session, the
group donated $25 to the Red
Cross and $5 for the special
Easter fund for Easter gifts for
children at VFW home in Eaton
Rapids. Another $25 was donated
to the cancer fund and will be
sent to the research laboratory at
Bar Harbor, Me., which was destroyed by fire. Helping to rebuild
the laboratory has been adopted

as a national project by

Club Basketball Dinner

ionahip Holland high school team, gan.

vited.

Miss Peters

Wedding

in Paris

have announced the engagement
of their daughter, Clarice, to the
Rev. Donald Stegink, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben. H. Stegink of Holland.

this

month

wfll

to Gerald

be married
Slagh. *

Don Lubbers Addresses
Local Optimist Members

Both Miss Atkinson and Rev.
Don Lubbers, Hope college junStegink are members of the Su ior and last year’! community
dan Interior Mission and present ambassadorfrom Holland to Eurly are studying in Paris, France, ope, spoke to the Holland Optiin preparation for missionary ser- mist club at its weekly luncheon
vice in French West Africa.
meeting Monday at the Eten
The wedding will take place in House.
July in Paris.
Lubbers spoke on "Threata to
Our Free World," using his trip
to Europe as a backgroundfor hUl
Panel Track Stolen
Grand Haven (Special)—City po- talk. Three dangers Lubbers
lice are searching for a dark pointed out are nationalism in
green panel truck, commercial li- Europe, communism in Russia
cense 33 37 CZ which was taken and corruption in our own counfrom in front of the Thieleman try. He emphasized the necessity
garage on Third St. Saturday af- of United States citizens taking
ternoon. Wiley Van Fossen, 935 upon themselves the responsibility
WashingtonSt., owner of the of government corruption.
Plans were discussed at the
truck, told officerhe parked the
truck there about 5 p.m. Saturday meeting for the Optimist softball
and when he returned an hour league, which will begin this
later it was gone.
spring and continuethrough the
Miss Clarice Atkinson
summer months. President Dale
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Atkinson The Joshua tree of the desert Fris appointed Chuck Fur lan as
of Roseneath, Ontario, Canada, belongs to the lily family.
chairman of the league.

VFW

Auxiliaries.

Mrs. Florine Berkey, who is in
charge of Red Cross activities for
the group, reported that members
have donated 239 hours of service
to the Red Cross.
It was announced that nomination of officerswill be held at the
next meeting.
Refreshmentswere served by a
birthday committee to the 26
members present.

Medals Awarded

in

WCTU

Declamation Contest

Mrs. Sandin Honored

By Local Company
Members of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co., staff were entertained at a dinner party
Thursday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dykstra,
Elmdale Ct.
Janet
Sundin, who celebrated her birthday anniversary and who is leaving the employ of the the company on April 5 after eight years
of service. She was presented a
corsage and a gift of luggage.
During the evening games were
played and pictures were shown.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Palmbos, Mr. and Mrs.

Eugene Groters, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Kempker. Mr. and Mrs. A De
Groot, Mr. and Mrs. Don Kiekenveldt, Frank JiDson; Mrs. Sundin
and Miss Gerry Brouwer of Holland, Mr. and Mr*. A. Axsom and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson of
South Haven.

Urbom Dies

Grand Haven

Holland Loan Association

Hie event was in honor of the

2

At Convalescent

did.

company's nurse, Mrs.

Keynote speaker was State Senator Clyde H. Geerlings of Holland who urged a fighting campaign to elect a Republicangovernor and president.

Mrs. Hilda

He

jamin Nash.

Saugatuck.

13

^

Mitchell, g
Blood, g ..

Myers, f

5

you

tric appliances,including washer,

The program

F

Carter, f

to $500 on liberal term*. Take as
long as 18 months to repay. Get
all the facts today. You’ll be glad

Command.

sent.

coach to apply the all court press selected for the state convention fense effort."
1941. He served on destroyers
Weldon Rumery, Allegan, servin Detroit April 5: Orville Stegduring World War II and In 1948
ed
as
convention
chairman
and
gerda, representing Allendale,
was assigned to flight training at
Blendon and Robinson; John Mrs. William Watkins of Hop- Pensacola, Fla.
received his
kins
as
chairman
of
the
county
Bronkema, Chester, Wright and
wings at Corpus Christi,Tex., in
Tallmadge; Alyn A. Rynbrandt, Republican committee.State Sen- December, 1949. After a tour of
Jamestown and Zealand, Albert ator Edward Hutchinsonof Fenn- duty in Korea, he was assigned to
Stegenga, Crockery, Grand Haven, ville headed the list of 16 dele- the staff of Commander Fleet
with four fouls. Finally with a Olive and Port Sheldon; Carl Ohl- gates to the state convention in Air Wing 14 as assistanttraining
minute and a half remaining, the man, Georgetown;Walter Vander Detroit April 5.
officer of ships.
Hutchinson has been named to
Wildcats tied the game at 30-30. Haar, Holland township;James
LCDR. Bertsch expects to be
After the locals had taken a one- White, Park; Kent Hastings, preside over the state convention. transferred in June or July to
Other delegates are Rep. Ben
point lead again, Mitchell brought Polkton; Neil Van Leeuwen,
Pensacola, Fla., or Corpus Christi,
the crowd to its feet with a mid- Spring Lake; Corey Van Koev- Lohman of Fillmore, Fred Hil- Tex. At that time, he plans to
bert
of
Wayland,
Lemuel
Brady
dle of the court swisher as the ering, Zeeland city.
spend some time here with his
third quarter horn sounded. Three
Holland city delegates are Alice of Saugatuck,Ev Thomas of parents and brother, Charles, of
Douglas,
William
Moomey
of
Rivers led 34-33.
Yost, Robert Wolbrink, Alvin H.
816 South Shore Dr.
With Diekema back in to start Dyk, Maurice Wierda, Donald J. Dorr, Rollo Mosher of Wayland,
the fourth period,the locals once Crawford and Seymour Padnos. Marc Hutchinsonof Fennville,
again functioned smoothly and Grand Haven delegates are Wil- Perle Fouch and Guy Teed of Al- Edith Bos Honored
quickly spurted to a five-point liam Bronsema, Howard W. Fant, legan, Leo W. Gould and Hugh At Bridal Shower
margin. Leading 41-37 with 1:17 James Wierenga and Herman Allen of Plainwell,Elmer Johnson
of Allegan, Clifton Wicks of Marleft, the Dutch put on the freeze Coster.
Miss Edith Bos, bride-electof
although Mitchell did take a desDelegates-at-large
are James tin, Dwight Cheever of Allegan Corp. Jason Goodyke, was honorperation heave with two seconds W. Scott, Bruce Raymond, George and Harry Smith of Plainwell.
ed at a bridal shower Friday eveVan Peursem, Gerald Vanderbeek, Perle Fouch, Allegan attorney, ning at the home of Mrs. Hans
left.
Following Diekema with 14 Franklin Wallin, Sam Rymer and who has missed only three con- Schuetkyand Miss Ruth Schuetky.
markers was Kok with 13. Car- C. C. Wood. Their alternates are ventions since 1898, will be atGames were played and dupliter led Three Rivers with 13 Eleanor Duffy, Wendell Miles, tending his 24th convention.
cate prizes awarded. The hostesses
Alternates include Ann Ferris, served refreshments.
points, followed by Mitchell with Claude VerDuin, Mrs. N. J. Danhof, John Galien, Jr., William C. George T. Gatten and G. Ray
Invited were the Misses Rose
12.
Christian (39)
Vandenbergand William Win- Sturgis, all of Allegan; Herman Mary Lewis, Betty Nash, Joanne
Woodhams of Trowbridge, Carl Geerds and Joyce Knowles and
FG
PF TP strom.
Diekema, f ............ 6
14
Other alternatesare Ruth Kep- Arenhoeveland Mrs. Lucille Mc- the Mesdames Eldert Bos, Thomas
pel, Lois Ten Cate, Florence Van- Kercher of Plainwell, Harm Gif- Buter, Bruce Van Voorst, Jacob
Schipper, f ............ 3
ford and Louis Quaddy of Doug- Van Voorst, Charles Rodgers, HoiKok, c ....................6
13 denberg, John Vogelzang, Jr.,
Preston J. Manting and Robert las, Sid Rumery, A. H. Johnson lis Brower, Louis Hieftje and Ben-

Totals ..............17 7 13
Three Rivers (89)

You may borrow any amount up

Annual Banquet

Grand Haven (SpedaD— Strong er county alternates are John H.
resolutions calling for a positive Gemmen, Charles Lautenbach,
program of action were adopted Maynard Mohr, Louis Kamphuis,
by county Republicans who William Vander * La an, John H.

with everythingthey had, the
Three Rivers five succeeded in
speeding up the tempo of the
game and began to close the gap
In the third quarter. One factor
which hurt the Dutch was that
Diekema was riding the bench

.........

your peace of mind. So stop in
and see us for the money you need

riet Peters of Overisel was guest

Schipper, and the all
finesse of Dave Schreur, Merle
Coopersville,chairman of the re- tor of the Zeeland Record, who
Van Dyke and Tony Diekema that
solutions committee, the resolu- told Republicans they must be
gave the locals the decision.Dietions urged leaders to formulate ready, willing and able to stand
kema also was high point man a positive party platform. "Con- for the things that are right and
with 14 markers.
demning the party in power, as reject the things that are evil.
Three Rivers rates as one of the
much as we enjoy it, or as much He lashed at waste in the present
best clubs the Dutch have met all
as It deserves it, is not sufficient. administration,and advanced his
season, and boasts one of the
We must say what we mean and own personal political philosophy
best cage performers in prep mean what we say. If we are to that even though the average votcircles today in the person of
win the election in 1952 We must er ia getting more cynical every
Jerry Mitchell. Diekema did a present a program based on the day, everybody still will get begreat defensive job on him, but
fundamental concepts of truth, hind an honest man.
couldn’t stop his phenomenal honesty and economy, one in
The conventionrejected plans
shooting from outcourt.The amawhich the people will have the for recommending a county delezing part of his shooting is that
LCDR. Fred 8. Bertsch,Jr.
utmost confidence. We must let gate to the national convention
he has been doing it for two years the world know where we stand in Chicago, leaving that selecLCDR. Fred S. Bertsch, Jr,
with a shot that is definitelyof and why," the resolution read.
tion to local delegates at the DeUSN, who is serving on the staff
the low percentage variety.
Other resolutions called to an troit convention in April.
Christian led for all but two immediate end to the spending Allegan (Special) — A straw of Commander Fleet Air Wing
minutes in the contest and held orgy "or the country faces ruin vote in which delegates stood to 14, Naval Air station, San Diego,
margins up to eight points. The just as surely as if the Commun- be counted for favored presi- Calif., has been awarded the Disbiggest lead held by the Wildcats ists had succeeded in their pro- dential candidates was a feature tinguished Flying Cross for outwas two points late in the third gram for conquest." Tribute was of the Allegan county Republican standing performance of duty.
period.
paid to Sen. Homer Ferguson, convention Tuesday night. Tellers The citation was awarded by
Paced by Diekema’s outcourt Rep. Gerald R. Ford, State Sena- counted 52 delegates for Sen. Vice Admiral C. Turner Joy,
shooting, the locals spurted to a tor Clyde Geerlings, Rep. George Robert A. Taft of Ohio, 10 for Commander of Naval Forces in
five-pointmargin midway in the Van Peursem and the Young Re- General Dwight D. Eisenhower the Far East, for Bertsch’s parfirst period. However Carter and publicans of the county.. A resolu- and two for Harold Stassen. Gov. ticipation in missions against hosMitchell combined to pull Three tion also called for the nomination Earl Warren of California polled tile forces from August, 1950, to
February, 1951. LCDR. Bertsch
Rivers to an 11-10 deficitat the and election of Lt. Gov. William no votes.
served with a patrol squadronof
first quarter horn.
C. Vandenbergof Holland as govStrongly worded resolutions
"Martin’s Mariners"in the KorThe Dutchmen played their own ernor of Michigan.
drafted by a committee headed
ean area.
deliberate style in the second
Franklin W. Wallin of George- by James Boyce were given unaniLCDR. Bertsch is a son of Mr.
quarter, and it paid off. Obviously town township served as tem- mous approval by the convention.
and Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch, 864
upset by the slow Maroon tactics, porary chairman for the evening. Among other things, resolutions
the Three Rivers defense fell He was introduced by James W. called for loyalty tests for every South Shore Dr. He is a graduate of Holland high and Hope
apart allowing the Maroons to Scott of Coopersville,chairman of government employe, and an end
college and was Holland corres
take a 25-18 lead at halftime.
the county committee.
to administration-fostered infla- pondent for the Grand Rapids
Carrying instructions from their The following delegateswere tion which is "harming our deHerald before joining the Navy in

Sharda, g

Are past due bilU a "load" on your
mind? If so, a little extra cash
can make a world of differenceto

Mra. Dissel has received her
port call and ahe and the children, Billy, 7, and twin* Marcia
and Catherine, 2, will leave Saugatuck Friday. They will fly to
Chicago from the Grand Rapids
airport, then fly to Seattle, Wash.,
to board ship for Japan. The
ocean voyage will take 13 days.
In Kyoto, the Disjel* will live
at ‘The Gardena" on the military
compound. The hone will be furnished but Mra. Dissel will take
with her their bedding and elec-

launched their 1952 offensive at a Maat, Donald Williams, Mrs.
county convention Tuesday night Ruth D. Scott and Claude E. Voss.
in a crowded court room of the
The keynote address was givcounty building.
around
en
by George Van Koevering, ediPresentedby W. L. Shears of

Van Dyke, g Schreur,g ......

A SMALL LOAN CAN
BE A BIG HELP

Saugatuck (Special) — Mra.
Thayer Diasel ia making final
arrangementsfor a trip to Kyoto,
Japan, where she and her three
children will join Flat Lt. Thayer
Diasel, who has been stationed
aince December, 1950, at the Fiscal office of the U. S. Army Far

Kalamazoo (Special)— Holland
Christian’sbasketballsquad came

Coach Ed Blank instructed

WANT-ADS

ToSaHfor Japan

Widi Classy Cats

the locals’ methodical offense,

20, 1951

Saugatuck Family

?</ $ %

regional finals. Niles moved into
the finalist slot Wednesday night
by slipping past previously undefeated Allegan.
Coach Art Tuls’ Maroons, definitely the underdogs against the
strong Big Seven club, refused to
play the Wilcat race horse game.
Consequentlythe Dutch controlled the ball and the backboards
75 per cent of the time — thanks
to some excellent Maroon ball
handling.
Operatingon the theory that a
fast, rushing attack would upset

THURSDAY, MARCH

0ES Past Matrons

.

Mrs. Urbom was bom In SweElect New Officers
den July 22, 1868, came to this
country at the age of 15 and had
Past Matrons of Star of BethleKnipe, Marcello Gearhart,Marilyn Smeenge Arloa Hamelink, Carole Nie*
lived in the vicinity of Fruitport
hem chapter No. 40, OES, were
Jo Ann Jalving and Marcella pinning the medal on Marcella. Mrs. G. Young, Mrs. G. Vander
ever since. She is survived by two
entertainedThursday afternoon Gearhart were Judged winners in Other seventh, grade contestants Borgh, Miss Viola Cook and Mrs.
daughters, Mis. May Johnson and
by Mrs. Jake Hoffmut and Mrs.
Miss Helen Ruth
are shown left to right, Marilyn M. De Boer.
Esther Urban, both of Muskegon;
Mr. and Mrs. Emll Heinrichs of Thomas Longstreetat the Hoff- the Women’s Christian Temper- Smeenge, Arloa Hamelink and
Miss Phyllis Ann Dunn, pupil
two sons, Ernest of Muskegon and
ance union Gold' Medal declama- Carole Nies. Other sixth grade of Mrs. Daugherty, entertained
William of Fiuitport; also four Lakewood Blvd. announce the en- man home.
gagement of their daughter, HelAfter dessert, a business meet- tion contest Friday evening. Sixth contestants,besides the winner, during the intermissionwith t regrandchildren.
en Ruth, to Williani S. Kiefer, ing was held and officers were and seventh grade * pupils com- were Jane Penna, Bruce Stegenga, citation. A film, "Liquid Lore,"
Eight million persons spent son of Mr. and Mis. Milton Kief- elected.Mrs. Gerald Pierson was peted for the awards at a public Norma Houtman and Rose Ellen was shown. Devotions were led
elected president; Mrs. Grace meeting in TerKeurst auditorium Bums.
by H. Weyenberg and Mrs
$100,000,000for dancing lessons In er of Lindsay Ave., Detroit
The bride-electis a student at Morris, vice president and Mrs. of Triqity Reformed church. Jo Mrs. Nina Daugherty directed presided. Corsages were
the United States last year.
Michigan State college. Mr. Kief- Clifford Hopkins, secretary-trea- Ann was winner in the sixth
to the contestants.
the contest,assistedby Mrs. ErnDaniel Freeman staked out the er, a former Michigan State col- surer.
grade division and Marcella,in
Special .guests at the
est Penna. Judges were Miss Mil- wqre members of the
first homestead In the United lege student, now is a Naval air
Sewing and social hour follow- the seventh grade.
States ia 1863 near Beatrice,Neb.
cadet
ed the business peaaion.
Pictured is Mrs. A1 Knipc, left, dred Schuppert, Mrs. H. Moliema, Bible class of Trinity
-

'
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Co. Joins Family of Holland Industries
Chloromycetin Molecules Actually
Built Up by Chemical Processes

r

S3!

Parke, Davis

A

Co. has install

ed more than $1 million worth of
special large-scalechemical equip-

ment in

mm

its

new

local plant -in

order to build up the life-saving
Chloromycetin molecule on a
chemicalproduction line basis.
This is the first and only plant
i the world designed and built
exclusively for the production of
Chloromycetin by chemical «means.
So far, Chloromycetin is the
only antibiotic that chemists have

mm

A
M

been able to build up synthetically. All the others, like penicillin
and streptomydn,are being produced by fermentation.
The chemical synthesis is basically one of building up the Chloromycetin molecule from a starting
material known as ketone and derived from coal. Chemists add to.
and subtract from, the structure
of the original molecule until
. .....
they have Chloromycetinjust as
WinthropRoser, 38, is manager
it is produced by nature.
of the chemical manufacturing
Expressed in terms of the autodepartmentat the new Parke,
motive industry, they start out
Davis
company plant in
with a bare chassis— the starting
Holland. He has been associatmaterial — and by adding parts
ed with Parke, Davis since
here and there in just the right
1933. His grandparents, parplaces they end up with the finents, sister and wife all have
ished product.
worked for the company. There
To accomplish all this on a prohas been a member of the
duction line basis, the company
Roser family on the payroll
has installedits equipment in a
for 65 of Parke, Davis’ 85 years.
cluster of 19 buildings on 28
acres of land just north of the
hospital after a fall Thursday in
Grand Haven bridge on Howard
which she fractured several ribs.
Ave.
She is making her home with her
The main processingbuildings son-in-law and daughter, Dr. and
are longer than a football field Mrs. F. E. DeWeese.
and have 40-feet high ceilings. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grebel of
They house an array of giant-size, 247 West 22nd St. spent Friday
glass-lined,stainless steel tanks, in Lansing where Mr. Grebel atstills, evaporators, filters and retended the Turf conference at
actor kettles.

m

m
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_
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The

lateet in capsuling, bottling, labeling and
packaging equipmentare used in the making of

Chloromycetinat the Parke, Davit plant

Holland. Here, bottles are going through an auto*
matic labeling and cartoning machine.

in
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Careful Inspectionand chemical control la maintained throughout the Chloromycetin manufacturing process at the new Parke, Davit A Co. giant
in Holland. A control chemist it shown with an

m

equipmentoperator making a check into one of
the processes.Approximately 100 persons will be
employed eventually at the plant, with most of
them coming from the Holland area.

H
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Michigan State college.

If the pipe, tubing and conduit
Mr. and Mrs. Don Mulder of
used to route the chemicals and Baltimore announce the birth of
control the process were joined a daughter, Michelle, March 2.
together, they would stretch in Baltimore. Mrs. Mulder is the
across the broad state of Michi- former Barbara Bilkert, daughter
gan.
of Dr. and Mrs. Paul Harrison.
More than four miles of aluminum tubing alone connect a burBound Over
ied 124,000 gallon "tank farm,"
where special chemical solvents Grand Haven (Special)— Cathare stored, to measuring gauges erine Fons, 59. charged with selling beer to a minor, appeared bein the control room.
Many reactions involved in the fore Justice George V. Hoffer
chemical production generate con- Friday and was bound over to the
siderable heat.
a result, opening day of the April term of
thousandsof gallons of cooling Ottawa Circuit Court. She furwater and more than 18.000 nished $1,000 bond for her appearpounds of flaked ice are used dur- ance April 1. The alleged purchase
was made Feb. 22 by a 19-year-old
ing a single hour of operation.

o 0'° 0

1

Woman

As

One

large

room in the

plant

Holland youth at Ferry View

is required ta house the compres- Hotel,

sors

A

large pump house supplies the vast quantities
•f water used in the plant The water is drawn

from nearby Lake Macatawa and from 40

making equipment Nearby Lake
Macatawa and 40 differentwells,
different

wells.

which Miss Fons operates.

for refrigerationand ice-

Ann Arbor Man Killed

Fort Wayne, Ind. (UP)— John
having a total capacity of about Kleis, 76. Ann Arbor, Mich., was
a thousand gallons a minute, sup- killed yesterday when he drove
ply the cooling water and water through a stop light and was
needed for the actual chemical struck by a car driven by Carl
processes.

Petrie, 39, of Avilla, Ind., police

Approximately 100 persons
will be employed eventually at
the plant, with mast of them coming from the Holland area.
Parke-Davls has plants, branches or depots in 25 U. S. and
four Canadian cities. There are
eight overseas plants and branches, plus many direct distributors elsewhereabroad.

said.

IMP
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Shown above is the packing,packaging and
labelingdepartmentof the new Parke, Davis A
company from where drugs are shipped to points
of distributionthroughout the world. Chloromycetin also is prepared in such a room for shipment

The firm has branches or depots in 25 U.S. and
four Canadian cities. There are eight overseas
plants and branches, plus many direct distributors
elsewhere abroad

T
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Personals
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
daughter, Nancy Joyce, was
born to the Rev. and Mrs. Morris
G. Folkert, of Grand Rapids on
March 11. Rev. Folkert was formerly pastor of North Holland Reformed church and now is serving
the Seventh Reformed church in
Grand Rapids.
Pfc. Laverne Lampen. son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen.
South State St., Zeeland, has
been awarded the Combat Infantrymen badge, symbol of the
front line fighting man, while
serving in Korea with the 45th

A

This big filter press (upper),
weighing 25,000 pounds, had to
be speciallybuilt at a coat of
more than a dollar a pound for

the new Parke, Davis plant in
Holland. Below is a picture of
piping that connects an outdoor tank farm to the plant.

More than four miles of aluminum tubing are used to connect the tanks with the measuring gauges in the plant

VL

\

vv,

Infantry division, according to the
Army Town News release.Pfc.
Lampen is a member of the Service company of the 180th Infantry regiment.
Mrs. Clara Noble. 250 East 16th
St., is haspitalized in Holland

After passing through a reclamation plant, wastes at the new
Parke, Davis plant are discharged into two large tanks and are
then pumped into a special 1,600-foot deep well to eliminate any
possibility of surface water pollutionby the wastes. The tanks are
oart of the operationsat the new factory on the north side of Lake
Macatawa on Howard Ave.

The refrigeratioonand ice-making equipment, so necessary in the
manufacture of Chloromycetin,takes up one entire room at the new
Parke, Davis plant. The compressorsIn the foregroundare for
cooling water and those In the backgroundare for the ice-making
machinery. Water from Lake Macatawa and 40 wells is used in the
chemical processes.
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This photograph shows the master control panel for all of .the new
Parke, Davis plant's services such as steam, water, air, etc. These
dials are carefullychecked at all times by trained recorders to
keep an accurate supply of all facilities at all times. It is more or
less the "control center” of the sprawling operation at the new
Holland factory.

Careful analyses in the plant’s well-equipped laboratory are an
essentialpart of production at the new Parke, Davis A Co. Chloromycetin plant In Holland. It is the first plant in the world designed
for the exclusive manufacture of an antibiotic by chemical means
Superintendent Donald J. Vink^University of. Michigan graduate,la

